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Preface

-.0

The necessary;background for an informed reading of the review

and evaluation of the Eastern Michigan University Staff Development

for School Improvement program is contained in the short paper that

appears in Apperidix 1. The paper gives adequate information on the

scope and nature of the program. Additional background material is

provided in the other appendices..
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Review and Evaluation

of

The Eastern Michigan University -

Staff Development for School Improvement Program, 101-82.

Roy A. Edeffelt
Evaluation Consdltant

The first question decision makers raise about staff development is

usually, Is it doing the job?--the job being helping teachers and adminis-

trators improve. Improvement means many things: staying current in a con-

tent area, refining teaching skills and strategies, learning to work more

effectively with colleagues, improving school climate. In the final analy-

sis the questions are, Does a school have better teachers? better pro-

grams for students? Do students learn more and better because teachers and

administrators take part in staff development activities?"

This report will ultimately answer those questions in terms of the

evidence collected. At the outset I can say that theanswer is unequivo-

cally yes to ail of them. I wish the data were more definitive .and pre-
.

cise, but such an expectation is premature for alprogram that has only

just clarified its ground rules and procedures, and qualitative data are

always less precise than quantitativeslata.

Overview

The Eastern Michigan University (EMU) Staff Development for School

Improvement (SDSI) program only this past school year (1981-82) solidified

to the point at which one can begin to evaluate results. And only this year

did comprehensive evaluation begin to become a deliberate and integral part

of the program.

In this last year there was also new leadership--a new director of

the National Center for Teaching and Learning (NCTL), which administers .

the program, and a new coordinator of the program: And, whereas two

-1-
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university facilitators had handled an excessive load in ierving 18-20

Schools in the prior years, in the 1981-82 school year seven new univer-

facilitators were employed, all with no experience in the program.

.the'new people brought new interpretations 'and persuasions to the
t

program. The so-cailed Taylor Model that the program employed (see Ap-

pendix 2) was accepted by the new people. 'However, they brought a dif-

ferent style and expanded goals to it. The newteam found both good and

poor implementation of the model' under way. Some school projects Ipegun

in the previous year had not been completed by fall 1981. It is clear

that practice varied widely among the schools and that there were great

differences in the degree to which schools adhered to the model.

Problems were more than in the schools. It took time to get a new 11

team at the NCTL up to speed, to orient a new group of university faci-

.

litators, and to find a place in the university community. Even knowing

what question to ask was a problem for NCTL staff.

There were other problems as well. The relationship afthe funding

of the 5DSI program to the state's Professional Development Program was

vague. For example, some schools were literally unaware of the per-teacher

allocation of funds and the fact that teachers counted under one

program could not receive funds under the other program. Collaboration

with the Michigan Department of Education's Office of Professional Develop-

ment served to clarify that problem.

Establishing A iystem

One of the first steps the new administraElon of the SDSI Program

took was to establish some ground rules for program intent, procedural

steps, decision making, university-school relationships, roles and re-
,

spon*ibilities of participating schools and personnel, and budget (see
11

Appendix 3). As with most other rule making, these basic assumptions,

-2-
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initially called "givens", were developed with the people'and dchools

involved. And rules were not changed for projects in midstream.

In most cases ground rules grevout of the ori4inal'intent and spiri.t

of the Taylor Model. Typically judgments about what had been were not

made, although it was clear, even to an.outsi-der, that the operation had

been too loose, program intent had sometimes been abused, and the program
- .

was not in high repute locally'or across the state. The attitude of NCTL

y ...,,

was not to dwell on the past. It, was rather to fine-tune the management
L.

and operation of the program, and that was s.cen as an evolutionary process.
4y ,

For example, it was clear at the outset that the new university facilita-

tors required orientation, so one of the first activi4ies in fall 1981

was an orientation session. The session continue a seminar at leastronce a month throughout the year. Another chan e that developed early

in the year was enlarging the program's scope and changing its name from

Professional Development to, Staff Development for School Improvement.

The intent was made clear: The program leaders wanted to help schools

institute a model of staff development, but they also wanted to ensure

that what was learned became part of the school's regular program.

A Start on Evaluation

Also recognized was the need to do more about evaluation. As early

as July 1981 the director.wrote me as follows: "What has been lacking is

a sound evaluation process that can determine the effectiVeness of the

individual EMU-sponsored professional development program pursued by eachIi
school/district, and thereby verify the effectiveness of the Taylor Model."

She also indicated a need to follow up with schools/districts where plans

had been completed to ascertain whether the staff development model had been

institutionalized. The desire to evaluate brought me into the project as a

consultant a few days each month for the entire school year.



Evaluation always requires data. Even before much had bee developed

beyond the 7447lor Model itself, SDSI staff started documenting meetings,,

I

putting ground rules in writing, and generally keeping track on paper of

what was happening.

There are, in the SDSI office, notebooks full of the reports of school'

activities and the minutes of meetings of,university facilitators, district

doordidators, school committees, and -school principals. These provide data II

. -

describing the program at all levels. School plans and reports on-progress

.catalog what happened in each school,(see Appendix 4). The guality and

comprehensiveness of the reports vary: Same schools report too briefly,

almost supetficially; ihat probably grows out ofsparticipation in a much

looser program in the first years. Brevity certainly was encouraged in
11

the prior program, in which behavioral objectives were hsed in program

.11

thents were standard for all project sites.

Fall 1981 meetings began with an exploratory session to consider how

the program could be evaluated. Working with the NCTL director, Scott

Westerman, dean of the'College of Education, convened a group called the

De-an's Advisory Council for the Professional Development Program on Sep- 11

tember 17. Discussion included a wide range of concerns about evhluation.

What should be measured: the quality Of the staff development program?

proposals and a strict formal final leport was expected. These require-
-e

whether it gets institutionalized? the degree to which teaching or currir

State University, and the intermediate school districts in the area was con-

culum is improved? how much and how well students learn? There were sug-

gestions that an'overall evaluation plan be devised and applied. The meet-

ing ended having covered everyone's opinion about evaluation and was probably

a good first step to find out what various parties wantedin the way of evi-

dence. the group never met again, although a group representing EMU, Wayne

vened several times to stay in touch on their respective and collaborative
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efforts. A liaison was also maintained with a similar program at Wa3me

State University, and assumptions about the relationship of the bac) progtams

were developed (see Apperidix.5).

Reetings with School District Staff Development Leader

A second autumn effort was a series of_meetings wieh diserict coor-
.

dinators (then called facilitators) of inservice education/staff develop-
-A,

ment., The 'prpose ot thesemeetins vas to build-a,:beAger underatandinp,
1111,

of the program and to orient new school and universit5r people. The new

NCTL Staff Development Coordinator (formerly a district coordinator in

,the Taylor system) and school People experienced in the program developed

.
draft of a.handbook on the:Taylor Model. The handbook 'became the cen-

terpiece for discussion. Putting purposes, steps, procedures, and rol'bs

in writing was seen by school and university people as a way to be more

definitive about the essence of the program," For the EMU-NCTL staff t

was a chance,to become more precise al;out how the lirogram should operate,

for there had lleen considerable aibiguity. For the Taylor staff it was

an opportunity to develop further the todel bearing their name. Foi other

public school peopleinterpriptions varied. Some thought.it aghtened

the reins; others felt it was helpful in clarifyIng i%e givens of the pro-
.

gram.

Getting the Elements of the Program In Writing

In the October 23 report of a district facilitators (now called coor-
.

dinators) meeting held on October 20, a first draft of basic assumptions,

then called "givens", was put in.writing. Ovel the year that draft became
_

the_ '!givetis" included ifi'ApPendix 6.

The role of the university facilitator was also beginning to get de-

scribed in writifig. A first draft appeared in October. The most recent

version is included in Appendix 7.

-5-
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The efforts to clarify the various dimensions ofsthe program came

from several directions. Motivations for clarification varied. In the

process there was; in the background, a power struggle for ownership of

the 1Aogram.

At each step of the way the management system improved. There were

agendas before meetings and records after meetings. Developments in

Tolicy were written, always appearing first as a "draft." There was,

increasingly, more input froui participants and more follow-up by NCTL

staff. More and more information became available, such as clarifica-

tion of budget and reporting, proOedures, ideas for.an approach to evalu-

ation, 'communication of staff development.approaches in other schools,

clarification of relationships with intermediate schocil district offices

and with a similar new program at Wayne State Univerity.

Early in the fall:there were a couple of casualities and one replace-

ment among university facilitators. After ehat the number held at seven for

the remainder of the year. The unl,rersity facilitators were finding their

niche.

4 .
Evaluation, Ubiquitous anetecurrent

As mOre order.in and better understanding of the program'developed,

4
it became mote possible to lookat what evaluation might involVe. It

,

became cIear that you have to know what you intend o do before yod Can

evaluate it. It also became apparent that evaluation should be an in-

tagral part of the total program, not just step five in the model. One

facilita4Tobserved, for example, that needa asse sment is a kind of

,evaluation. Although there was some resistance to reports,and writing,

university facilitators were increasingly convinced that documentation

is data, and data are needed for evaluation. That was not a universal

conviction, even by he end of the year, but a great deal of progreas was

made. Whereas earlier in the year facilitators' repbrts had been mainly

k.4.v



a brief on where a school was in the six-step process, reports in the

spring semeater became more substantive. They told what school faculties

were doing; they included anecdotes to illustrate ideas; they described

procbdures and results.

The idea of a handbooZ.vas'at least temporarily abandoned in JAnuary,

and a succinct descriptive statement on the program was developed. It

went through several drafts with input from most of the parties involved

(see Appendix"1).

Progress was slow, but through no fault of anY particular individual

or group. The slowness was partly a matter of starting an operation with
_

a- new team. It was also ;i-iiibUt-ablet-cTChanging the rules a bit--or maybe°

more accurately, to establishing some rules. Then too, programs as complex

as the EMU Staff Development for School Improvement Program are a slow pro-

cess. That point was reiterated by university facilitators in their year-

end evaluations. They especially emphasized that more time is needed in

the initial stages of a school.project for faculty to explore what they

are getting into--what the model calls the awareness step.

. Involving Principals

By midyear,it also became apparent that the program's emphasis on

tea-cher involvement, important "as it was, tended to neglect the importance

of principals. Programs in schools in which principals were,not supportive

were not making the progress that schools with supportive principals were

making. So planning started in January for a Meeting of principals.

Weather in the winter of 1982 was bad. There Were several snow days

(school closings). As a result the principals meeting had to be postponed

until April 21. The Lirnout was good and the meeting was a great success--

almost a surprise to NCTL staff and university facilitators.

Parenthetically, it must be said 1.1ai the winter of 1982 in Michigan
a

was more than a climatic disaster;dt was also bad for morale and spirit.

*

Deprission, economic and psychological, was ihe mood. One would hardly
;
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have expected a principals meeting on staff development to be upbeat.

But it was, because the programs in the buildinks these principals ad-

ministered were working.

The principals talked about what staff development involved in their

building. Activities identified went far beyond traditional concepts of

staff development (see Appendix 8). The link of staff development to

school improvement was less clear, bdt that was probably-no morc unusual

there than anywhere else in the country. Principals also discussed their

role in staff development. Several reported shifting to a working-with-

teachers role from a directing role. There were reports of better morale,
'1

fewer discip/ine problems, better staff meetings, fewer complaints from

teachers', and staff development goals being met. The third-party role

of EMU, in the person of the university facilitator, was recognized as

important and catalytic.

The principals meeting served as one type of evaluation of the pro-

gram, and there were no major negative comments. It also convinced NCTL

staff and facilitators that future program starts should requira more

than principal approval of the staff development model; they should in-

clude some assurance of willingness and interest to participate. A par-

ticipation chart developed at midyear to indicate level of involvement

may need some further elaboration by NCTL staff (see Appendix 9).

Evaluation and Doeumentation

As each week aad month passed in the 1981.-82 school year, there were

accomplishments. The steps of the EMU model for staff development were

mnder continuous scrutiny. University facilitators learned quickly that

the first step, awareness, often r5tquired more time; trust levels needed

to be developed. They also began exploring different approaches to needs

assessment. And they admitted initial discomfort with their efforts at

needs assessment. Program proposals, once the high point of the process,
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were reassessed for what they were--plans. And more emphasis was put on

implementation. Gradually an evaluation design evolved (see Appendix 10).

It has not- been fully implemented. School projects that began in 1981-82

bought into a staff development model that had no established evaluation

design, so they are completing_plans consistent with the status of the

staff dei.elopment model at the time they voted to participate. Some projects

have taken to using the evaluation design. Data collected accozding to the

specifications of the newly developed design appear to have promise; however,

orientation to the design, and the kind of reporting it requires, is needed.

The whole approach to documentation and evaluation is gradually employ-

ing more system and structure. University facilitators have expressed

interest in the research dimensions, particularly in an ethnographic approach

to data collection and evaluation. A paper exploring the import of qualita-

tive research and enthnographic approaches has been developed to promote fur-

ther examination of more precise and deliberate ways to collect data and

evaluate (see Appendix 11).

Other attempts to document and evaluate progress include a forthcoming

monograph on the program. It will include the views of various participants

in the program--a teacher, a principal, a district coordinator, several

university facilitators, and NCTL staff. Each of the articles will give some

evidence in concrete form of the success of the program. Many will be rich

with illustrations and anecdotes of staff development procedures and results.

The University Facilitator's Role

The importance and significance of university Participation in the

program is reported from almost all quarters: A major reason cited by

several participants for university involvement is the value of a -sailled,

informed, neutral party in a school building staff development activity.

A notable shortcoming in the university.facilitator's role is that of

broker of (or linker to) university resources. Several university facili-

-9-



tators have admitted they do not know the range and wealth of university

resources; all have recognized the need to become more conversant with

what the university has to offer.

Year-end reports by university facilitators and school committees

show evidence of skills being developed in documentation. Several re-

ports are rich in the details of events and outcomes in a school. Uni-

versity facilitators, particularly, have become skillful in writing com-

prehensive reports on developments and outcomes. Apparently, they have

I.

also been stimulaZ.ed by their work with schools,_some_commenting that this

field work has been the highlight -of the academic year.

One instance of university facilitators' growth is their recognition

of the special skills necessary for a person doing their work. Signifi-

cant is the contrast between the way criteria were expressed earlier in

the school year and the statement of requirements for university facili-

tators set forth in early June (see Appendix 6). The latter demonstrates

thoughtful growth in awareness of the facilitator's role.

University facilitators seem to have built a wholesome feeling about

their function. The role is now much more clear as a result of a year's

experience.

Facilitators reported a numbpr of ways in which they have made pro-

gress, and some of the results.

o Nellie. made progress in breaking down the ivory-tower image
of the university."

o "We were hung up with the six-step process at first; now we're
looking more at behavior changes (in teachers) and school im-
provement.

o "We are really helping some schools; it's not just a pass-through
of money."

o "We have given our university an example of something that can
be done to reestablish.contact with public'schools."

o "This program has improved the quality of my work life."

-10-
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There are improvements still to be made in the role of the facilita-

tor and in the program. University facilitators identified a number of

them. For example:

o "We need to .develop the capacity to use the university-as a

resource bank."

o "The principal needs to become a more central person in the

program.'"

o "Superintendents need to be informed more extensively."

o "Recording information, documentation, and evaluation need a lot

more-work:a-

Facilitators, of course, are just'that--facilitators. They assist

the staff development and school improvement process. The central players

are teachers and administrators. What happened to them and, as a conse-

quence, to the school program?

The Results at the School-Building Level

Progress by Leachers and administrators (mainly principals) seems to

fall into three broad categories: (1) better communications and improved

working.telationships, (2) developing an identity as a faculty and a

better -self-rimage, and (3) improved curriculum and program.

In the first category, school comnittee reports and facilitators'

reports.included such things as an increase in communication and more

sharing, improved teacher-principal relationships, and more cooperation

and collaboration. One teacher said, "Comingtogether for the committee

work and the inservices has not only raised our morale, but also given us

a kind of network on which to build in the future." A principal ;aid,

"Maybe there were times when I did make unilateral decisions, where now

I'd probably stop and thini about it and get people involved."

Inthe identityself-image category reports mentioned staffs becoming

more unified a general coming together of faculty, more talking back and



forth, humor becoming pervasive, and the development of a positive (school)

atmosphere. A teacher reported, "We're beginning to know each other's per-

sonalities better. Just in the business of being a group certain kinds.of

roles are emerging with certain people. 'An illustration as] that there's

always someone who brings us back to task if we go astray. There's always

somebody who will take the role of the devil's advocate. There's always

somebody who will argue a point on their own behalf." Another teacher

said that the staff development prograth in her school had "developed a

better sense of professionalism." Several teachers commented that "the

school has become more of a community."
\

Curriculum and r-ogram accomplishments that wer reported included

teachers developing ownership and commitment to improve program, depart-

ment members talking together about what they wanted to accomplish and

-finding agreements about what curriculum should be. Ona faculty member

reported that redesigning the reporting system on student progress fiade

the faculty r alize anew that they needed to know what they were t'each-

ing and what their expectations for students were. A university facili-

tator reported that in one school "low scores on the MEAP test for fourth

grade revealed a problem in mathematics. A number of mathematic concepts

on the test were not /being] included in classroom instruction. Revisions

have,been planned for next year to correct the problem."

A teacher said, "If I understand the research we heard correctly,

kids don't learn as well when those things [reading, writing, speaking,

and listening7 are fragmanted as they do if they are taught LIogethet7

in a single semester. So obviously a slight problem with the committee

is trying to decide just how much of that is going to influence our curri-

culum."

Some of the program progress was in establishing policy. One school

staff reported developing a set of procedures for the use of their new

-12-
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media center (developed through the program). Another described policy

for a new reporting system on.,atudent progress, developed with parent input.

Still another school committee, in a junior high, developed policy for a

student and parent orientati9 prograM.

The Curriculum and program accomplishmente covered a wide spectrum
_

of staff and program Aeds, many more than traditionally thought of as

stakf development topics. The reason for that may be emphasis on

schaaLstemelapment_and threcognition _t ha t s.chooLimprovement is mare

than staff development.

The reporting, as the illustrations demonstrate, is more descriptive

than the usual data on staff development programs. Describing and illus-

trating progress with anecdotes and vignettes developed gradually over

the last school year. Year-end reports from schools and facilitators

show progress in descriptive documentation. The evaluation design that

has been developed over the year encourages that approach. It also calls

for citing relationships between what staff learned and changes in the

behavior of personnel, curriculum changes and the impaztAn students and

the community. Although progress has been made and data clearly indicate

achievement, the next year should include more attention to documentation

and evaluation. Further orientation of all personnel involved should be

undertaken so that the validity of the EMU model and procedures Can be more

preciselY-deMnstrated.

The kesults in Student Learning

We can, for example, cite only some general resvits of the program

on student learning and achievement. Teachers reported:

o "Children were motivated to improve."

o "Children are showing progress as a result of eXtra help (from

parent volunteers selected. and trained in the program)."

-13-
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"PoSitive behavior was learned bY students."

o "Many children finished other classroom assignments quickly
and correctly so that they were able to earn as a reward
e;ctra time on the computer."

o "There was great enthusiasm in the children.':

There was more evidence of impact on students than anyone reported.

The job is to get all professional participants to document.

Needed Attention to Documentation and Evaluation

More can be known about all levels of accomplishment_in_ this model

of staff development, but it will take more time, higher priority for

documentation, training of participants, more and better record-keeping,

and an increase in 1;udget. The current results are promising enough to

make such an investment defensible. In my view this issone of the best

designs for staff development in the country. It uses school, university,

and intermediate district talents and resources, and it is carefully

arranged to provide both eeacher and administrator participation in

decision making.

Some observations and recommendatj2ns follow. There is ho signifiCance

or particular logic to the order in which they appear.
Lo

Observations

s,.

1. The six-step EMU model does not always work sequentially. For

example.,,, if a particular plan becomes inappropriate in the implementation

stage, it may need to be changed, and that means a return to planning.

Or in needs assessment original needs may reveal mainly surface needs,

the things people are willing to admit. Into the/prOject a few months,

more basic needs may surface, and that may require reassessing needs in

the implementation stage.

2. There are usually intended results and lienefits in a project,

and they, of course, should be recognied. Everything can't be planned,

however. There are almost always unintended results, sometimes good,

-14



sometiaes bad. 'Unintended results may on occasion be more important

than what was planned. For example, a project,may do wonders in im-
.

proving staff morale when the.official objective was developing a more

coordinated approach to helping students learn to write.

3. The university,facilitator is a new role for university profes-
-

sors--a very significant tole, both practically and academically. The
Az

declining_enrollment_in colleges of-education and-the-difficulty univef--

sities have in-making their resources accegsible are conditions that

this new role for professors might alleviate.

4. Often the results of a staff development program are reportea

without evidence of precisely what the outcome involved nor how the result

was accomplished. The way staff or school i,mprovement is achiaved may be

at least as important as the outcome. -

5. Documenting as a project proceeds would help provide data. Too

many projects have not made dodumentation a continuous and an integral

part of their program. Hence data are not available either to help in

making ongoing project decisions or for evaluation.

6. The role of the district coordinator (formerly called the district

facilitator) is unclear in a number of distiicts. Sometimes the district

coord nator assists in very important ways that only a local person can.

Sometimes e district coordinator hampers unimersity access to a school.

The role needs èxaminat,ion.

7. Short descrip ons of locarbuilding staff development projects

would be helpful tO have on ile. They would be helpful to teachers and

principals in new school project Even continuing projects would appre-
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ciate a look at what others have done.

8. Often opinions vary in the same project. Teachers and principals
-

too often see different opinions as detrimental to harmonious progress.

The tendency is toravoid conflict. Yet conflict can be used in very

productive ways, and skills in the-effective use of conflict can be a

by-productof a staff development project. Staff development for school

improvement is a political process, among other processes, and differing

educational and political views make for a healthy, dynamic. system.

9. Visiting schools where something interesting and different is

,going on seems to work as one way for teachers to learn. Only a few

projectS have sought out and visited other schools.

10. Time is obviously an important factor in almost all projects.

Teachers need time to engage in staff development and school improvement.

The number of schools using project monef to free teachers (by hiring

substitutes) to carry out the project is,evidence of this.

11.- The six-step model seems\tg be taken for granted at many sites.

More attention to the Value and effectiveness of the model is needed. The

model has been an evolving congept. In order tg continue to evolve and

improve, to continue a dynamic process, evidence on the model's effective-

ness is needed.

12. The rhythm of school building projects gets very little mention;

that is, the high and low levels of activity and enthusiasm seldom get men-

tioned. Yet there are problems at most sites in maintaining momentum,
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problems leaders need to deal with. More kno[ide about how momentum can

be maintained is needed.

13. The EMU project's expectations for institutionalization in one

year may be too ambitious. It probably takes two or three years before

a new or different practice becomes part of a school facuAy's regular

procedure.

14. University facilitators working on an overload basis are almost

always overworked. Although energy levels vary greatly and the time indi-

viduals have to devote to professional aCtivity differs, the job of the

university facilitator cannot get sufficient attention on an overload

basis. The issue is not only the time available to a-prOfessor after

his or her university load is accomplished; it is also the apparent value

ascribed to the univers,.ty facilitator's role by the university. When

the university facilitator's job must be taken on in' addition td a full-

time job: it obviously is viewed as not difficult, time-consuming or im-

portant. The job (serving as facilitator in one school), in fact, takes

more time than teaching one college %course.

Recommendatioqs

1. The program should get going earlier in the school year. Most

projects should run from Sepeember through June (with renewal possible).

2. The evaluation design should be a given in any new project.

The necessary training and support to ensure valido regular documentation

should be provided.
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3. The discrepancies between facilitators' and school cummir:ee re-

ports should be reviewed, and, if possible, the differences in perception

should be explained, or at least there should be an attempt to uriderstand

them.

4. The rtoVe away from' stilted, sterile reports should be continued-.

Reporta should tell more than the details of procedures and steps; they

should tell what happened to the people and the program.

5. Wofk should begin on what determines the adequacy.of a staff

development program. The parameters of legitimate staff development in

the'program should be determined.

6. There should be more attention to the future impact of the pro-

gram, for example, Yhat follow-up is needed, how durability of changes

can be tested, how the model can be extended to other buildings, and what

/-
reports need tolpe made to boards of education.

7. A system .of funding should be set up that calls for some matching

funds on the part of the school district. This will call for a commitment

on the part of the school.

8. EMU money should be made available on the basis of how many

teachers are involved in each school. ,

9. Graduate students should be involved with university facilitators.

The projects can provide a marvelous training ground for anyone studying

teaching, supervision, and/or curriculum development.

-18-
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10. Some sort of apprenticeship should be considered for.new univer-

sity facilitators._

11. There should be visiting across projects by participants to

promote sharing and to stimulate thinking about what is possible.

12. Possible relationships between preservice programs (particularly
_ /

student teaching) should-be dkplored- and-there should be discussion of how

preservice and inservice education might complement and supplement each

other.

4.
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Ihtroduction

Staff Development for School Improvement
at Eastern Michisan University

The Staff Development for School Improvement program described in the following

pages is designed to provide school staffs with the skills and procedures they

need to identify and address their most pressing problems. The program is

A based on the premise that classroom teachers can best address their needs,

identify their own priorities, and plan a program for resolving their needs and

priorities at the building level (or a department within a building). The

Staff Development for Schopl Improvement program at Eastern Michigan University,

now in its fourth year, currently involves univeEsity facilitators from four of

its colleges, and twenty-seven schools in eighteen school districts.

The program originated and has evolved in Michigan's Taylor school digtrict

since 1974. As it spread to other districts through Eastern's involvement and

now also thRiough Wayne State University's involvement, the program hag. contin-

_tied to develop. It has flourished because the teaching staffs of involved

sphools have had the responsibility for planning, implementing, and evaluating

their own staff development. Ownership Of the staff deyelopment program is key

and the endorsement of the program by both administrators and teachers is

essential.. The success of the Staff Development for School Improvement program

as it has expanded to other districts can be attributed mainly to the use of a

clearly defined six-step process. When a faculty finds that the process works,

it can usually be continued in subsequent years: Critical, however, is whether

the process produces change and improvements--whether teachers feel better

about mhat tAeysare doing, whether the school program has imProved. We are

concerned about two kinds of outcomes, two kinds of institutionalization: (1)

the adoption of a.staff development process, and (2) the adoption of the school

improvement that results from staff development.

Adoption by the.staff does not begin and end at the school building level.

Collaboration is a major.characteristic of the Staff Development for School

Improvement program.,1 Such collaboration involves the cooperative endeavors of

-the school,.the local district, the intermediate school district, the Michigan

Department of Education,and the university. This Is exemplified by the col-

laboratioh of Eastern Michigan University and Wayne State University. Both

receive funds from the.Michigan legislature for the delivery of profession41

_development services to local school districts, which in turn supports each

university's Staf-f Development for School Improvement program. A Co;laborative

Advisory Committe, pith representatives.from intermediate school districts,

teachers, local district administration, the Michigan Department of Education,
and_two universities, serve b64h university programs jointly.

.;

_..-/Preliminary Steps .

.

A school district, university, or individual schoolbuildinv may first learn
4, about the Staff Development for School Improvement program frbm the state

. department of education, the university, the intermediate school district, the

II
. local school district, or an individual teacher. Once a district:has indicated

, an interest in participating in the program, a presentation is made by a pros

II

gram repreientapive, usually a universi* facilitator, from the sponsoring

en

'
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University. The initial presentation is made to the district's central admin-
istration and the teacher organization at the same time. The commitment of

both administration and teacher organization is essential at the point of
entry if the program is to go forward.

Following the acceptance of the program by the district's central administra-
tion and the teacher organization, information about the Staff Development for
School Improvement program is shared with the local professional development
policy board.* The policy board (or central administration) then selects
schools to'be candidates for involvement.

0

Few staff development programs go very far without the approval and support of
the building principal. After the policy board identifies a school for possi-
ble participation in the Staff DevelopMent for School ImpLuvcilicat program, the
program is explored with die principal of the candidate school by the dis-'
trict's professional development coordinator (or someone comparable), a univer-
sity facilitator, and a policy board representative. The exploration provides
a chance to raise any4questions or concerns about the six-step process of the
program, how the process can contribute to school improvement and other matters
The principal then decides whether he or she is interested in participating.
An interested principal proceeds with a request for a presentation about the
program to tht school staff. However, the prtncipal's agreement for a staff
presentation is not a commitment,for staff participatipn.

The Six-Step Process

The essence of the Staff Development for School Improvement program is construc-
tive change through shared decision making at the school building level. It is'

based on five assuMptions:

1. The *school building is the largest unit in which effective
: change can occur.'

1% 2. Those charged with.implementing change mu6t have an active
voice in.determining how tftt.change will take place..

3. OWnership of theAhange proceis by those participating is,
essential anci4s4 a natural.by-product of-shared decision
making.

. Such change.contributes to an improved learning climate,
reflected in the improved instructional performance of
Eeachers and academic performance of students.

5. The six-s;ep process provides a vehicle for that change to
occur.

School improvement is the focus - staff development is the process.

Step I--AWARENESS, READINESS, AND COMMITMENT. The initial awareness
session with the school staff is conducted by the university facilitator and
the district coordinator. It encompasses: (1) a brief history of the program,

*While many states do not require the establishment of professional development
policy boards, such boards were mandated by the Michigan Dep-rtment of Educa-
tion (MDE) in 1979, if a local or intermediate school district is receiving
funds for professional development from MDE.

a
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(2) its purpose and the assumptions on which.it is based, (3) an explanation
of the six-step process, and (4). the anticipated outcomes and benefits of a
school builing project. Followinvthe opportunity to explore the potential
and' requireMents of the program, each.staff member votes by secret ballot on
his or her commitment to participate. A 75% vote in favor of participating is
required for a school staff to become a part of the program. Once a school
staff has voted to participate, a staff-wide interactive needs assessment is
the next step.

Developing readiness in a school staff may take some time, entailing more than
one. awareness session and a lot of probing. When a school staff is not ready
to.vote aftet an initial session, the staff may decide to meet again or they
may choose to have a building level task force explore further the desirability
of participation.. The task force is pro,Ading additional information about
the Staff Delielopment for School Improvement program by the university faciii-
tator and district coordinator. When the task force completes its probing, it
reports tc the school staff. After,this presentation, and if the staff feels
ready, a vote to participate is taken.

Step II--INTERACTIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT. The selection of a priority goal by
the school staff begins the process for designing its staff development pro-
ject. 'The priority goal emerges from the ct'itical needs identified by the
staff memtiers. The process of need-s identification and their ordering are
determined through an interactive needs assessment. This involves the active
participation of the staff with an outside consultant,having expertise in the
needs assessment process. A variety of procedures may be used. As a result
of the interactive probess, school staff members

--------
1. identify needs'they consider critical
2. reach agreement on the most critical needs
3. establish a primary goal
4. identify factors that might influence its accomplishment
5. select a staff develOpment planning committee

The staff development planning committee typically consists of five to seven
members, comprised of (1) two teachers elected by their colleagues; (2) one
resource teacher, reading teacher, counselor, or other staff member who is a
member of the teachers' bargaining unit; (3) the building principal or assist-
ant principal; and (4) the university facilitator. A parent representative
might also be included.

Step III--THE PLAN AND ITS APPROVAL- The staff development planning committee
with the input of the school staff ii responsible for writing a plan for the
project to be undertaken. Substitute teachers are used to free teacher com-
mittee members to work on the plan. 'The committee members are given assist-
ance by the university facilitator on how to develop a peoject plan, which
builds on the information obtained through the interactive needs assessment,.

Development of the project plan by the planning committee is accomplished
through a series of worka\hops led by the univdrsity facilitator. Constant
interaction with the total school staff is necessary and typically entails
several meetings with the school staff, which elicit suggestions to imkove
the proposed program. When modifications have been completed, consensus is
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sought or a vote is taken to assure that staff are committed to the project

plan. While the design of the plan may take several forms, each plan includes:

(1) a statement of the priority goal, (2). project objectives, (3i action strat-

egies (activities), (4).expected outcomes (change), (5) time lines and tschedule

of events, (6) evaluation procedures, (7) human dhd material resources needed,

and (8) a detailed budget.

--Approval of the project plan involves (1) reaching consensus on a vote of the

'teething staff, (2) a review of the plan by the district policy board, and (3)

acceptance of_the plan by the university grantor. If any content or procedural

changes are suggested by.the district policy board or the university grantor,

the plan goes back to the. originating staff for further modification. In most

instances, approval of the plamAs assured because of the level of agreement

reached between the school staff, ehe-district policy board, anzi the university

grantor on the nature and design of the project.

Step IVIMPLEMENTATION. A basic premise of the Staff Development for School

Improvement program is that effective staff development inevitably contributes

to improvement in curriculum and instruction and thereby the learning milieu

of the school. Implementation-is the phase in kwhith goals end objectives pre-

sented in the project plan are carried out. Its focus is the activities con-

--,,ducted with the school staff, be they workshops, on-the-job study, analysis of

and actions on a new teething technique, curriculum development in a content

field, school visitation to observe successful practice,,pr the use of outside

consultants with expertise in &critical need area. Keeping track of the pro-

ject's progress in reaching ita objectives is an integral part of implementa-

tion. The plan serves as a significant guide against which to check what

actually happens, since it provides a descriptiVe projection of what implemen-

tation should be. While the school year, from September to June, provides the

timei frame during'which the staff development project is conducted, this step

typically takes place over three to six months.

Implementation also includes the application of what has been learned, such es

trying neu curriculum or teaching strategics, applying professional techniques

learAed, and testing materials developed. The ,ltimate test comes in Step VI

whenIthe question is, "Has staff development caused school improvement?"

Step V--REPORTING AND EVALUATION. In the Staff Development for School Improve-

ment program, evaluation is- viewed las a continuous_process to determine the

degr e to which goals and objeecives.aretbeing-accomplished. The concern is

with four categories of outcomes:.

the knowledge, skills, and attitudes learned by the participants

. changes in behavior caused by the-knowledge, skills, and
_

attitudes learned ,

. changes in curriculum and/or teaching strategies caused by what
3

has been learned ,

changes or improvement in student learning caused by categories

1, 2, aud 3

To asaure that varied and comprehensive data about the project are considered,

both civant.itative and qualitative data are gathered and assessed. The school

staff is responsible for its own project evaluation, and the university

4
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facilitator is available to work with the staff on the process, providing
assistance.whenever needed. The staff is encouraged to collect and record
evidence in the above four categories. Semester and year-end reports, which
bring together all information collected as an assessment of accomplishments,
are required. For the year-end reports, special evaluation sessions are con-
ducted.

Reguiar reporting of project progress by the staff development planning com-
nittee is made to the schoOl staff and the district policy board, on at least
a monthly basis. The committee continues to meet regularly for the duration
of the project to coordinate each step of the project. Preparation of the
semester and year end reports is also the responsibility of the committee.

Step VI--ADOPTION. The ultimate success of the program is by the degree of
school improvement that occurs through staff development. Adoption of the
six-step process as on-going procedure by the school staff indicates an inter-
est and a willingness to assume greater responsibility for enhancing the
school's teauhing-learning environment. This final step occurs when the
school staff continues using the same six-step process by moving into another
staff development project with support provided by an outside funding source,
which.,may be the current grantor, or ideally, on its own.

When the project has been completed, a concluding inepractive needs assessment
is conducted. This needs assessment builds upon the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes that have been learned as a result of ihe projecE. Examining the
effectiveness of the project in school improvement usually results in identi-
fying new needs, which is the beginning of another staff development project.
The same six-step process can then be repeated.

Conclusion

The focus point. of the school building level staff development model is staff
development for school improvement, not inservice education for individual
professional personnel. Its primaMPhaSis is on developing better programst
for students by supporting teachers and administrators in their work to improve
curricula, develop more effective teaching strategies, and create better /earn-

,.

ing climates. Improving the quality orschooling--the quality of experiences
students have under theauspices of the school and the results of those experi-
ences--is its first consideration.
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Dr. Wenaell Hough, Alsociate Dean - Wayne State

University
Dr. Gordon M. Lambie, Director of Elementary Education

Dr. Rae Levis, Director of State and Federal Programs -
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Secondary Education

Dr. Vincent Petitpren, Superintendent
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Debbie Earl
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INTRObUCTION
<

, Staff Development is a planned and organized effort to:
Of provide teachers and other educational workers with knowledge
and skills to facilitate improved student learning and performance
ccipmensurate with student incentive and potential, (2) meet
additional developmental needs of students, and (3) meet the
Sleine needs of staff that may or may not be related to cog-
nitive outcomes.

Initially established in 1974,as 'a series of workshops
conducted at a demonstration school, the Taylor Staff Develop-
ment Program has evolved in response to the needs of teachers.
Continuing program evaluation has proved that a school staff
can deal most effectively with their priorities by identifying
them and programming for them where they are most clear and 1..

immediate - at the building/department levbl.
Therefore, the Taylor Staff Development process ii designed

js a catalyst.for providing staffs with the skills they need
io identify and address their most pressing problems. The im-
petus must be Provided by the school leadership, the schools
individual priority need must be identified by the entire' staff,
And responsible for progiamming to the priority must be assumed
by a building leadership team.

The structure:for developing this approaCh is built on the
premise that there are some basic assumptions that provide the
foundation for effective change. Dr. Wendell Hough, Associate
Dean, Wayne State University, has served as advisor to the
Staff Development personnel since 1977. He has provided the
Taylor Model with nine assumptions which have served as guides
to decision making duzing the most productive period.of the re-
finement process.

SOME BASIC ASSUNPTIONS UNDERLYING EFFECTIVE'CHANGE

1. Every person is logical in his own context. You
can't tell'peoole what to do and expect them to
buy into the idea.

2. The most critical variable in teaching effec-* 4.,h,L11X1r
tiveneus is the extent to Which one can use him- - '1 vyloN:
self effectively in interacting with and releasing 4q,Y
the potential of others., t t

be involved in making decisions. :41!
"I3. Persons who are to be affected by decisidhs should

iViI4. Shared decision-making is more effective than ar-
bitrary D-M and builds personal and task commit-
ment.fo; those involved.

5. Outside intervention is necessary for significant change in
teacher behavior and feedback on behavior is the necessary
ingredient for teachers to understand the impact of their
behavior.

6. .Although consultant help is necessary and important, direc-
tions for change shonld come from local sources.

7. Leadership cannot be assumed; any shanged model Should pro-
vide a leadership training component.

8. , Effective curriculum change is a human process, necessita-
ting change in interaction patterns, e.g., support systems.

9. The principal cann"ot create effective change,
can block change. The principal ,can and must
change.

COORDINATING FUNbS AND RESOURCES

The building/department funding varies according to each
individual curriculum plan. The following funding sourcei are
coordinated by the Staff Development personnel.

but he/she
facilitate

FUNDING SOURCES:

Title I

'Article 3

state Aid Entitlement

astern Mictigan University

Michigan Cduncil for the Arts

District Funds

Local Building Funds

Fund Raisers

-2-
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RESOURCES

In addition to using workshops and seminars, the Taylor
Staff DevelopmentProgram cooperates with many agencies and
gropps in the arca and within the district, in order to coor-
dinate the resources (both human and.material) currently' avail-
able. This cooperating effect Is beneficial to all those In-
volved. §or example: University staff, as well as their students,
reap bend-fits from uSing the focal district as a clinical
setting. . . the local district staff and students benefit by
having professors and students involved in their Schools and
programs.

Cooperating Agencies and Croups:

State Department of Education

Waynd County Intermediate School District (WCISD)

Wayno State University (4su) '

Eastern Michigan University (EMU)

University of Michigan (U of M)

Professional Development Ovisory Council (PDAC)

Taylor Federation of Teachers (TFT)

Michigan Federation of Teachers (MFT)

American Federation of Teachers (AFT)

Catholic Social Services

United ComMunity Services

Arca Local School D icts

Professional Resourc Center (PRC)

Special Education Znstructlonal Materials Center (SEIM)

Taylor Research and Evaluation Department

,aylor Basic Education Dewtment

lor Community Education Department

aylor Career Education Department

Taylor Instructional Material CenEer (mMC)

Taylor Special Services Department

Parent Organirations/Advisory Councils

District Task Forces

Michigan Council for the Arts

Taylor Council for the Arts

-3-

SIX STEP CHANCE 1ROOESS FOR STAFF DEVELoPmENT

The following program outline describes the Taylor Staff

Development,Process as it currently exists:

Step I . . Determine Heeds and Establish Priorities

After an interest/need in-the Staff Development program has

been expressed by a particular staff, the building principal

is contacted by the Staff Development Director and a presenta-

tion Is arranged to explain the staff Development process to

the entire staff. The roles and responsibilities of the Staff

Development personnel, the Building/Department Planning.Com-

mittee and District Polley Boardwill be reviewed and eiplained.

Additional time may be spent with-the local building/department

staff as needed, to determine their level of awareness and

readiness for dealing with tho staff Development process.

When the determination is final that the local staff is

ready to enter,the Staff Development Program an interactive

needs assessment ilk-conducted. The needs assessment allows

the staff members, along with parent representatives, to

select a priority goal. The goal is a guide in the formulation

of a proposal to deal with the staff's primary need. Thiss

interactive needs assessment is cooperatively
planned and con-

ducted by Wayne State University resource personnel through

Dr. Wendell Hough with the cooperation of the Taylor Staff

Development personnel.
During the needs assessment session the building/department

staif and parent representatives
participate in the following:

1. Agree upon a primary need,

2. Write-and-agree-upon the priority goal

statement.

3. Participate in aetivities that will

generate data affecting the priority

goal.

4. Participate in activities which demon-

strate staff commitment in working to-

?,,,:11;er to deal with the selected priority

5. Select a committee to write a plan (pro-

posal) which expresses the ideas, needs

and intent of the local staff. This

committee remains constant and-developu

into a leadership team which helps to

insure that the Staff Development process

becomes a built-in, continuing
change agent,

at the local building/department
level.

o'
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The structure of this building committee is as follows:

I. Two claw,room teachers, elected by:fellow teachers.
(The size and representation may vary depending on
level of instruction, staff size and priorify goal
selection.)

2. One resource or reading teacher, counselor, or other
staff member who is a member of the teadices bar-
gaining unit, yet not requiring a substitute.

3. Principal,

4. Parent leaders. (This may vary depending on the size
of -the committee.)

5. Staff Development Facilitaeor and/or other nop-
building/department level resoUrce personnel whose
expertise may be needed for a particular priority
goal. These members arc non-voting.

Step II . . .Proposal Development:

The building/department (leadership) committee writes the
proposal with input and direction from the entire group in-
volved. Substitutes arc used for the two classroom teacher
committee members to allow time for this procedure.

,The proposal inctudedt

1. StJtement of the priority
goal.

2. Statement of the objec-
tives.

3. Statement of strategics. (WHO?
WHAT? HOW?)

4. Statement of expected
changes. (WHI?)

5. Monitoring and evaluation
plana/dcsigns.

,46. Timelines and schedules.
(WHEN?)

7. Description/identification of re-
sources to be used.

8. Cost projections.

Attachment to the proposal:

1. Appropriate schedules, (committee meetings,
monitoring) evaluation, etc.).

2. Role of the Staff Development Facilitator.

3. Aole of the Building Planning Committee.

4. Role of the District Policy Board.

5. Phase I and Phase II Success Criteria.

-5-
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alp 111 . . .Proposal,Approval:

A. The originating staff and community representatives
(as described in Step I) must approve the final pro-...
posal before transmittal to other groups.

The District Policy Board then approves the proposal.

Tne appropriate fiscal agent is the final approving
group.

If any content changes are made or suggested by either tHe
District Policy Doard or the appropriate fiscal agent, the
proposal must go back to the origihating staff for agreement.
All three groups must agree on the final dispoSition of the
proposal..

B.

C.

Step IV . . .Implementation and Development:

During the implementation and development stage a well
structured system of monitoring and evaluation must occur to in,-
sure that the plan is working. Revisions may occur; if they arc
major content chapgcs the proposal, au amended, must'go back to
the original approving groups. Timelines for this stage may
vary greatly,'dcpcnding on the group and the priority goal.
Most proposals arc one year in duration.

-6-
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Step V . . .Monitoring and Evaluation:

monitoring and evaluation procedures, schedules and de-

signs are included in the proposal. Final evaluation rests

with the Michigan Department of Education.

The Staff Development personnel
maintain logs during the

entire duration of the proposal which document progress and

record pertinent information for both short term and long term

monitoEing and evaluation. Various surveys' are conducted, and

needs assessment, force field analysis and re-assessment infor-

mation is collected and analyzed on a regular basis. All data

are pulled togethei at the end of the year for an evaluative

summary CepOrt on each proIect along with a status report.

All members of the Staff DevelopMent
Department meet once each

week for project updates, planning and coordination.

Consultants from Wayne State University, who possess ex-

pertise in program evaluation afid
planning in the area of Staff

Development, conduct end of the year evaluative sessions with the

involved principals and Staff Development personnel to generate

information/data which result in recommendations for program .

improvement for Che following year. F

.Re-assessment:

When closure is reached on the current proposal', the
enrire process continues with an interactive re-assessment
of needs. :This session is usually conducted'by an outside
expert from Wayne State University.

.W1.

PHASES t AND II

The Taylor Staff Development Program consists of two.phases.

The model is designed to accomodate building/department staffs

just entering the program and Maffs that have been involved for

several years.
In order for a building/department staff to enter the pro-

gram several criteria must be met.

CRITERIA FOR PHASE I

1. A letter of interest will be submitted to the Dilector

of Staff.Development. Arrangements for an information-

al meetifig with the staff will be made.

2. Interested staff members will participate In an in- '

formational meeting conducted by Staff Development
personnel.

t

3. The building/department administrator will send an
application for participation to the Staff Develop- -

meat Policy Board. The members of the Policy Board will
review all appli6ations and recommend school/depart-
ment participation based upon need and degree of

commitment.

-8-
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PHASE I OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Phase 1 is the initial stage of the-staff development
process when the local staffs need a great deal of assistance

and guidance. They need time and experience to develop the'
skills and leadership qualities necessgry to manage the staff

development process. This initial phase usually requires
one to.two years for the planning committee to emerge as

leadership teams.
Prior to entering Phase II of,Staff Development the

building/department committee must be made aware of criteria
necessary for,entering Phase II of the Staff Development

process. The building/department planning committee, the
Staff*Development Department and the involved staff must
agree Chat the change from Phase I to Phase II program
planning is advisable.

When agreement is reached by all three groups to enter

Phase II, sessions arc conducted to insure continued communi-

cation, monitoring and evaluation procedures. Revised role

descriptions arc highlighted. The Staff Development Depart-
ment continues to be responsible for resource coordination,

a highly Structured system of monitoring and evalUation,
scheduling for release time and re-assessment procedures.

New buildings/departments are included in,the Staff
Development Program as experienced statfs move into Phase II

of the prog.ram. The determination for entrance into the
program is based upon high needs status according to the

Michigan State Assessment scores and/or requests based'on

documented needs. Final approval for entrance rests with the

District Policy Board.

-9'
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CRITERIA FOR ENTERING PHASE Il

In order to determine when a local staff is ready to move
from Phase I to Phase II the following criteria must be in -

evidence.

1. The school is usihg the Staff Development process
successfully as a major means for dealing with pri-
orities in a well planned and coordinated manner with
input from the entire staff.

2. The planning (leadership) committee is undertaking
the full management of the Staff Development program
while maintaining continuous communication with the
entire staff and their Staff DevelopMent Facilitator.

3. Staff members are using techniques and procedures to
improve the learning environment and the education
of the students as a continuous process.

e. School climate is improving as evidenced by positive
&ranges-in attitddes and the inter-peisonal relation-
ships among,staff, students and the community.

5. Students arc evidencing improved achievement, par-
ticularly in the areas of reading and mathematics.

PHASE II OF PROGRAm DEVELOPMENT

',logo II of the Staff Development process enhances in-
divid. insures local input and creates the atmosphere
for selfnmotivation and self-improvement, ultimately promoting

student achievement.
The key_component to a successful on-going Staff Develop-

ment FiB,7753-i-ls a strong, OVOlved planning committee at the

building or department level.
The need for a Staff Development Facilitator is minimized

as the planning committee takes the leadership role. At this

stage the Staff Development Facilitator assumes the position

of a resource person on call and assists the committee with

monttoring;=--evaluationTrandzze-assessment----retjutarrbasi-s-
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13ASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Staff Development for School Impfovement Program

fhe six-step Taylor Model of Professional Development will be

followed byall ilarticipating schools.

This is a building-level mo'del; all activities will be developed

.and implemented within that framework.

Seventy-five percent of a school's teaching staff must agree to

participate.

There will be documentation; reports will be submitted to the
University Facilitator on a monthly basis.

There will be an evaluation plan that will be implemented.

Disbursement procedures will entail the following:

-25% of allocation upon receipt of staff agreement forms
confirming that 75% of the teaching staff have agreed

to participate
-c

-50% upon acceptance of the staff development program

proposal

-25% Upon receipt of final report which includes a narrative
on the program process and outcomes, and an itemized break-.

down of expenditures.



UNIVERSITY FACILITATOR'S ROLE

Description

.2-10 hours per week in schools

.3 schools maximuminumber assigned

.a process consultant, not a content consultant

.2 semesters-of involvement'(eight months)

Responsibilities

.will conduct building committee training sessions

.will keep a journal with entries for each visitation

.will assist assigned schools in program proposal development

.will meet at regularly scheduled meetings with the Professional

Development Coordidator, other University Facilitators, and

NCTL staff as appropriate

.will serve as a resource person in program implementation

.will provide regular follow-up on each school's progress through

,the six steps

.will provide the Professional Development Coordinator with monthly

updates of each school's progress

4
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Project Budget Guidelines

As part of Eastern Michigan University, the National Center on Teaching and
Learning follows the fiscal policies of the University. Those policies are
reflected in the following budget guidelines for school projects supported
through NCTL's Staff Development for School Improvement program. Project
accounts will be reviewed by the Professional Development Coordinator and
the Director of the National tenter on Teaching and Learning.

1.. The proposed budget in the project plan should provide an itemized
breakdown of anticipated program expenditures. Line item categories
might include the following:

I. Substitutes--rate per day per sub; how many days
II. Stipends--rate per day pet person; how many days

III. Consultants--rate per day per.consultant; how many days
IV. Conference/Workshop Fees
V. Travel and Expenses

.Consultant

.Conference/workshop participant
VI. Program Materials

VII. Program Supplies
VIII. Reproduction/Duplication of'Program Materials

IX. Inkind Contributions
.Administrative
.Clerical

2. Substitute, stipend, and consultant fees should be consistent with those
of ihe school district

3 Any inkind contributions, such as administrative and secretarial costs,
also should be listed

4. Stipend compensation should be used only for time spent on specific
projece tasks afterregular school hours

5. Costs for planning and evaluation should be incorporated into appropriate
line item categories

6. All project costs will,be compensated with the exception of materials
used in daily classroom operations, furnishings, equipment, renovations,
etc.

7. A detailed financial report'should be part of each Semester and Year
End report submitted, and should include receipts or purchase orders
for expenditures

8. Any monies not expended should be returned to the University with the
final financial report
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Staff Development,for School Improvement

1981 - 1982

Year-End Meeting Report

Director, Winifred I. Warnat
------Natiotal Center on Teaching and Learning

Coordinator, Larry J. Thomas
Staff Development for'School Improvement

National Center On Teaching and Learning
Eastern Michigan University

111 King Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

(313) 487-1060
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Eastern Michigan Uniyersity /
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

July, 1982

Dear Participants:

We at the National Centef, think it's been a banner year--
one filled with discoveries as we have attempted to strengthen
the staff development for school improvement process. Thanks

to you and your schAol'S responsive involvement, we believe
we have made major s'erides in doing'so.

This year's end-of-the=yeat meeting was a huge success.
Everyone had the opportunity to share program results and
concerns with participating superintendents, directors,
principals, teachers, ISD representatives, and National Center

staff. *

In September all district superintendents will receive a
letter describing the procedure for starting new projects
during the 1982-83 school year.

The National.Center's staff would like to thank all partici-
pants for their contribution to our successful year.

We would like to wish an enjoyable and safe summer to

everyone. We look forward fo seeing you in the fall.

Sincerely?

/141:L-#4v,9 4e4-4tet--
Winifred I. Waf-nat-

Director*, NCTL

Larry 3. Thomas
Coordinator, SDSI

Institme on Professional Development
' NATIONAL CENTER ON TEACHING AND LEARNING

(313) 487-1060
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Staff Development for School Improvement
National Center on Teaching and Learning

Invited Guests

, 1.
Year-End Meeting

June 15, 1982

EMU/WSU Collaborative Advisory ComMittee

Urey Arnold
Assistant Superintendent
Macomb ISD

Jack Bowen
Assistant Superintendent
Washtenaw ISD

Paula Brictson
Director
Professional Development

---lArthigan Department of Education

Jessie 'Kennedy

Director
Detroit Teacher Center for
Professional Growth & Development

Marvin Green
Assistant Superintendent
Curriculum & Staff Development
Petroit Public Schools

Mary Greer,

Associate Dean
College of Education
Eastern Mi4ligan UniversitY\

Stephen H1lin
Chairperson, LcultY Assembly
Wayne State iiiverdity

\

Harry Howard
Ann Arbor Public Schools

Raymond VanMeer .

Chelsea School District

Douglas Lund
Dearborn Public Schools

1

Wendell Hough
Associate Dean
College of Education
Wayne State University

Rae Levis
Associate Supiarintendent
Wayne ISD

Joseph Messana
Director, General Education
Oakland ISD

Mark H. Smith
Associate Dean
College of Education
Wayne State University

Geneva Titsworth
birector
Taylor Staff Development

Jerome Weiser
Department of Teacher Education
Eastern Michigan University

Scott We;terman
Dean -

College of EcAlcation
Eastern Michigan Unive t i\ty

Superintendents

3

Michael Williamson
Dexter Community Schools

J. Michael Washburn
Garden City Public Schools

Garnett Hegeman
Inkster Public Schools



Invited Guests (continued)

Walter Jenvey
Lincoln Consolidated Schools

Clayton Symons
Milan Area Schools

Raymond'Bottom
Monroe Public Schools

Norman Katner
Saline Area Schools

Simon Kachaterian
Taylor School District

Chris Moody
Ann"Arbor Public Schools

Merice Blackburn
Dearborn Public Schools

Beverly\Pristick
Garden City Public Schools

Mary'Moss
Inkster Public Schools

William Ribich
Milan klrea Schools

Robert Monholien
Monroe Public Schools

Superintendents

Timothy Dyer
Wayne-Westland Community Schools

Edward Heathcote
Whitmore Lake Public Schools

William Pearson
Willow Run Community Schools

Robert McLennan
Ypsilanti Public Schools

District Coordinators

Pat Forrester
Saline Area Schools

Jodi Sheridan
Taylor Sthool District

Barbara Skone
Wayne-Westland Community Schools

Melissa Johnson
Whitmore Lake Public Schools

\\\ Ruth Moorman
Willow Run Community Schools

dy White
Y ilanti Public Schools

4

Printipals and Staff

Ann Arbor Public Schools
Dicken Elementary

Barbara Inwood, Principal
Gayle Richardson
Marsha McNeely
Audrey Johnson

Chelsea School District
North Elementary
Robert Benedict, Principal.
Arlene Clark
Salley Schlupe

Barb Fischer

4

Dearborn Public chools
William Ford Ele114.ntary

,James Boatwright,'Bqncipal
Fran Allen
Roger Cox
Patricia Montgomery
Anna Jeromski

Dexter Community Schools
Wylie Middle School

Ross.Stephenson, Principal
Linda Chapman



Invited Guests (continued)

Principalsand Staff

Dexter Community Schools
Bates/Copeland Elementary

Caroline Sapsford, Principal
Debbie Borton
Sis Kanten
Jean Greenway
John Wagner
Margie Leslie

Garden City Public Schools
Farmington Elementary
Jacob,Hudson, Principal
Shirley Tate
Audrey Sissom
Linda Switzer
Kathy Sedor
Marlene Zarn

Inkster Public Schools
Fellrath Junior High
Tommie Summerville, Principal

Frazier Elementary
Lorraine Patterson, Principal

Lincolp Consolidated SchQols
Lincoln Junior High
Mike Bewley, Principal
Barbara Hooker
Anitra Gordon
Carol Wahla

Milan Area Schools
Milan High School
Robert Brinklow, Principal
Tom Fahlstrom
Dave Hahn
Tom Holden
Diane Hamlin

Monroe Public Schools
Cross-District Librarians
Doris White
Jo Hipsher

5

Saline Area Schools
Jensen Elementary

Dixie Hibner, Principal
Beth Donaldson
Eva Osborn
Jean Fick
Shirley Chase

Taylor School District
Cross-District English Curriculum

Gayle Coan
Janet Coutts

Wayne-Westland Community Schools
Walker Elementary
Marty LaPorte, Principal

Whitmore Lake Public Schools
Spencer Elementary
William Schongalla, Principal
Jan Pardy
Nancy Raynes
Sherry Geiringer
Barb Huang
Sue Baughn

Willow Run Community Schools
Willow Run High School

Phyllis Brownlee, Principal
Vicki Ely
Marilyn Saari
Lee Bierke
Kay Wade

Ypsilanti Public Schools
Adams Elementary

John Salcau., Principal

Ardis Elementary
Ronald Yahr, Principal



Invited Guests(continued)

Alethea Helbig

Gerald Jennings

Marylyn Lake

Ruby Meis

Eastern Michigan University Facilitators

Beth Van Voorhees

John Waidley

Herb Wilson

NCTL Staff

Winifred I. Warnat Larry J. Thomas

Director, NCTL Coordinator, SDSI

\.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Yeat-End Meeting
June 15, 1982

Honeythunden Room
Maio-Lott Inn, Ann Anbon

Agenda

Sociat Get-Togethen

.0pening Rematko

Schoot fteaentatiou

.Bates Etementany, Dexten

.FaAmington Etementaity, Gatden City
.Fond Etementam, DeaAbonn
Jenoen EtementaAy, Satine

.Lincotn Junion Hih, incotn Conhotidated
.Spencen Etementaty, Whttmone Lake

Jayto4 DLstkict Wide, Tayton

Question4 6 Anzuw.A4

Feedback Suzion

Whene Do We Go Rom Heke?

Ctozing Comment's

9





STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Year-End Meeting
June 15, 1982

Synopsis of Feedback Session

.It is important to start programs early in the school year.

.University facilitators were supportive and productive, therefore,
hold more regular meetings with facilitators.

.Make available more support expertise from the university In areas
of staff development for school improvement.

.Make available more information on human and material resources.

.Set up a procedure for sharing plans.

.Establish a workshop for writing teams to meet other participants,
share ideas and help one another write their iilans.

.Create a newsletter to highlight projects and to keep everyone
informed of program news.

.The procedure of taping interviews wi,h the facilitators to
launch the evaluation component is excellent.

.Absolutely essential to all parts of the six-step model was the

establishment of the program coordinator.

.Schools improve as a result of their projects, in addition, the creative

process created spin-offs with schools and staffs that are most exciting.

.There needs to be further development in the evaluation process.

.The addition of the current'evaluation process will facilitate
succeeding proposals.

.The teacher owned model works well.

.The needs assessment process is very important; it should be emphasized.

.Parents involved as active participants were very successful.

.The success of the program needs to be publicized.

.Key to the model is maintaining total involvement of the staff

.Project sf.duld continue 3-5 years to be sure expertise of school staff

is established.

.Previous change-6ver in EMU personnel created some problems.

.Budget procedures need clarification.

.Participants would like to know sooner if there will or will not be

money for next year.

.The university facilitator is important to the success of the program.

13 (3,3
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Staff Development for School ImproVement Program
NATIONAL CENTER ON TEACHING AND LEARNING

Eastern Michigan University

Facilitator Assignment's for Participating Schools
L/

University _Facilitators Districts

Alethea Helbig
English
College Of Arts and Sciences

Gerald Jennings
Industrial Education
College of Technology

Marylyn Lake
'Special Education
Zollege of Education

RUby Meis
fiome Economics

College of HuMan Services

Beth VanVoorhees
Special Education
College of Education

John Waidley
Guidance and Counseling
College of Education

Herb Wilson
Industrial Education
College of Technology

4c

Whitmore 'Lake

Garden City

Inkster

07.

Schools

Spencer Elementary

Farmington Elementary

,Frazier Elementary
Fellrath Junior High

Lincoln Consolidated LincolnJunior High

Taylor Cross-District English Curriculum

Milan ----High School English Department

Saline Jensen Elementary

Dexter

Ann Arbor

Wayne-Westland

Willow Run

Dearborn

Chelsea

Monroe

Ypsilanti

Bates/Copeland Elementary
yylie Middle School

Dicken Elementary

Walker Elementary

Willow Run High

William Ford Elementary

Noith'Elementary

CrosS7District Librarians

-Adams\Elementary
Ardis Elementary

\
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1 Ann Arbor Fublic Schools
Dicken Elementary School

"CreatIve Teaching"

GOAL: To expand creativity
t
among teachers, with an emphasis on

implementation within the classroom.

Dicken Elementary School has 260 students.in112 classrooms. In addition to
these 12 classroom teachers there are art, music, and gym teachers as well
as teacher consultant, learning center specialist (Title I) and resource

k teacher. The attrition rate in this building has been quite low. Seven-

teen out of nineteen total staff members participated in the staff develop-
ment project.

_)The student body is composed of students from the surrounding area and from
two low-income housing projects.. The stddents fromchousing projects are
bussed for safety reasons. Minority students compose roughly 30% of the

total school population. Breakfast and hot lunch are served and eligible
'students receive subaidized lunches.

e

The principal, Dr, Barbara Inwood, has been very supportive and committed
to the success of this project.

IIIn:dividual teachers are ,pursuing the goal of expanded creativity in specific

areas of interest by way of projects,visitations, conferences and purchase
of materials fok,professional growth. ,

,

4II . .

. . . . 2

Due to the iat start of the project, many teachers have been unable to

II

plursue their areas of interest.. Many visitations to special kinds of
schools were cancelled for this reason but will,hopefully be rescheduled
for Fall, 1982. We also found that conferences and workshops were unavail-
able due to the time of year.

,Activities of the staff were as follows:

A.NBreaking Barriers and Expanding Creativity by Ruth Beatty.
Mrs. Beatty presented techniques for accepting ckeativity.
Staff was responsive to the suggestions she made and enjoyed
the activity. This was the only activity in which the entire
staff was involved at one time.

B. A total of 20 individual proposals were submitted and covered
the following areas:

1) Materials; (profess:tonal materials to enhance'
, creativity,in the classeoom).,'

2)" Visitations: (lternative schools for creative
and for gifted.and.talented students).

rojects for developing enrichment activities:
('in 'areas such as videotaping, computer literacy,
strategies foreteam teaching, math games):

21



Chelsea School District
North Elementary School

"Communications"

GOAL: To facilitate communications within the building and between

the staff and parents.

In proceeding toward this goal we have three (3) major objectives:

1. To improve teacher/parent communication.
2. To improve communication of planned events and procedures.

3. To improve effectiveness of teachers in speaking in
public, in conferences, and in interviews.

Our goal and its major objective will be achieved primarily through a
series of teacher visitations and workshops, some with the aid of appropri-
ate consultants, as noted on the outlines that follow.

1-A. Develop an effective method of commUnicating pupil assignments

1. Survey procedures in other.schools.
2. Identify and consult with experts in placement.

3. Examine literature.
B. Develop a policy for parent/requests and observations in the classroom.

C. Explore and identify methods,of communication. Teacher and parent

responsibility in the educaeional process. To consider:,

- survey parents
- increase number of parent/teacher conferences

- panels, workshops
- increase use of media,
STAP/STET,consultant

- parenting newsletter .

2-A. Calendar
1. Establish a full calendar.

2. Establish a.large ntent41}7 calendar in office.

3%. Communicate with T.T.0, about calendar.
tIdentiAy.procedures for sending students for health and discipline, et,c.

Identify and publish existing procedures including feedback.
Recommend changes if needed.

2. Publish agreed upon procedure with a'newsletter or written

statetent.

3. Examine and'recommend an approach with playgro..ad aids.

C. Identify methods of sharing teacher/learning experiences.

1. Committee will present 5 or more methods of sharing teacher/
learning experience.

2. Committee will prepare a report to establish teacher center.

3. Committee will prepare a report on utilization of staff meetings

for teacher sharing.

3-A. Two our-hour/or one eight-hour assertive training workshop.
1. Teachers will communicate more freely on issues such as:

a. Being able to make yourself understood.
b. Not feeling bad if a group does not agree with your opinions.

c. Not being intimidated in front of a group.

22 63



Dearhbrn Public SchoOls
William Ford Elementary School

"Media Center and Computer Utilization"

GOAL: To develop proper utilization of our new media center and computers.

Our three major objectives in proceeding toward this goal have been:

1. TO establish a teacher inservice center.
2. To increase the computer and media technology skills.

3. To develop procedures fIr the use of the new media center.

The preceding goal and related objectives were established'in direct
response to the needs most strongly expressed in the staff needs assessment.

Progress toward the achievement of these objectives has been as follows:

1. Alstaff committee hasiset up the plans for the teacher
center (purpose, materials, furniture, etc.). A room
has tieen designated,imaterials are being collected, and
aPpropriate furniture has been selected and allocated
tP us. The center Will be ready .:or use in'the fall.

2. Staff computer and echnology skills have been improved
by teacher particip tion_in computer and graphics
wOrkshops (virtuall- 100% attendance). In addition,

teachers and studenits in 11 of our 14 classrooms have
'led the use bf the 'Apple II computer for two weeks or
more this spring. 4ollow-up training was provided in
both areas, and vis tation experiences were also
cOntributory. Alpo, we will have additional computers
and otherequipment including a laminator next year.

3. Astaff committee ha
the new media center
eXpectations of the, m
meMbers. These have b
a teachers' meeting an
fall.

developed procedures for using
hich stress the mutual !

dia specialist ar0 other staff
en presented to the staff at
are to be implemented in the

1

Observations and questionnaires are\\being used to confirm changes in staff

and student teaching/learning activ ties. Also,,we have financial and
other commitmentc from central admin stration that will permit us to
continue the objectives of the grant \next year. We look forward to contin-

uing improvement as a result of this grant activity.
!

23



Dexter Community Schools
Bates/Copeland Elementary Schools

"Reporting Student's Progress to Parents"

GOAL: Revise our current system of reporting student's progress to parents.

-Bates and Copeland Elementary Schools of Dexter, Michigan, were involved

with a staff development for school improvement project from March 15, 1982.

After a total staff interactive needs assessment, 68 ideas were generated

from staff development. The project idea that received a wide majority of

the vote was: Creation of a new reporting system for Grades K through 4.

This was to be a combined effort from parents, teachers and administration.

The plan was to include more than just a revised report card. It was to

also incorporate reports of testing, reading and math series, updates,

periodic parent information sheets, etc. There was also a desire to

achieve a greater level of consistency within grade levels for teaching

and reporting.

1. Parent Involvement:

a. Reactions to approximately 25 sample report cards froM various

school districts were received from parents, who spent 6-7 .

hours as a group reacting and eyaluating.
b. Parent Information Night - May 244, 1982. Report given by the

Building Leadership Team (BLT) to interested,parents of total

reporting systems.
c. Evaluating in Spring., 1983, to be ohtained from parents.

2. Teacher Involvement:

a. Teachers worked at grade levels reacting to sample report cards.

b. The BLT met to organize working papers, coordinate grade level

results and plan for review. A BLT member was present in each

meeting with each grade level to coordinate ideas.

c. The Elementary Principal attended most teacher sessions for

various periods of time. The Reading Teacher met once with

each grade level.

d. Three and one-half days per grade level were needed to

accomplish final product.

e. Additional times for BLT amounted to 5 days.

3. Consultant Assistance:

a. EMU Professor Dr. Ruby Meis, Larry Thomas, and Mrs. Judy

Pendergrass assisted with interactive deeds assessment.

b. Dr. Meis met three times with team leader and Elementary

Principal. She also ,eriodically met with BLT and grade

level meetings, as well as parent report night.

c. Marge Mastie, WISD Testing Consultant, planned with BLT

and then conducted a total staff meeting regarding testing

and reporting of testing to parents.

24
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'4. Outcome of Pro4ecc:

a. New'Beporting system.
b. Greater consistency of teaching in all classes at each grade level.
c. Cloer understanding of other teachers' ideas.
d. Better public relations with parents as more communication to and

fro is generated.
e. Opportunity for closer relationship between school and home with

benefit to student learning.
f. Development of 3rd and 4th grade report card tests to help

standardize and be more consistent inchecking report cards.
g. Grades 1 and 2 will become uniform in reporting of math and

reading tests.
h. Art, Music and P.E. will be added to the report card on a

semester basis.

5. Advantages of Project Process:

a. Developed a new reporting system in 3 months, which would.not have
happened without EMU Grant.

b.. Parent input into:creating the report cards was very useful.
c. Opportunity for teacher dialogue reaffirmed teachers conformity

and agreement on areas of teaching.
d. We anticipate,that movement of a teacher from one grade to another

will be facilitated.
e. The six-step model prov.ded for maximum staff input 'and efficiency.

Dexter Community Schools
Wylie Middle School

"Improving Communications"

GOAL: A multifaceted attempt to improve internal communications within

Wylie Middle School.

Participation in the EMU grant program is focused on improving communica-
tions of the Wylie Middle School Staff. The program includes many differ-
ent efforts tu improve the communications and information available to new
staff members a more complete orientation program will be held. The
improvement will include a new handbook for new teachers, orientation
meetings and a social gathering. The building organization of this school
will also be improved. An activities calendar will help this as well as a
monthly planner, which would be provided for each faculty member. There
would be planning to provide opportunities for different groups of the
school to vent their concerns. Proposals will be studied and made concern-
ing groups which would promote both vertical and horizontal communications.
These groups will be designed, revised, approJed and implemented during the
1982-83 school year. An inservice program will be held to improve the
individual staff communications skills. In addition the communication
opportunities will be enhanced by providing more ways in which to have
exchanges. This effort will include an electives file, an idea exchange
and a new professional work area for staff.
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The strategies for the efforts are under the direction of the Building

Leadership Team and are to be completed by individual goal canmittees.
The objective of having wide participation by staff will be achieved.
Further information having to do with the specific strategies and evalua-
tion techniques will be available when the full plan is filed with Eastern

Michigan University.

Garden City Public Schools
Farmington Elementary School

"Communication"

GOAL: Improving communication among regular classroom teachers, support
.personnel, administration and the community.

Between November and December, the Farmington Staff was surveyed. The Staff

by over 75% majority chose to accept the project. A Steering Committee was
formed and the initial meeting for developing the Project goal was held.
The Steering Committee met, wrote,the goals and objectives, and planned the
strategy meetings. In January, the strategy meetings were held, after which
the Steering Cammittee wrote the strategies and prepared them for distribu-
tion to the Staff. The Staff met and accepted the strategies.

The proposal was then presented to the Staff/Curriculum Development Council
and the Parent Curriculum Advisory Committee. After a question and answer
sessiOn with each council, an endorsement from each was forthcoming. A
presentation was made to the Garden City Board of Education for informa-
tional purposes and the proposal was heartily endorsed at that time.

The Steering Committee then met to provide the avenues for accomplishing
the project goals. A calendar was set, the conference forms were studied
and prepared, and the method of accounting was established. The Steering
CommitteeJnet each Monday to monitor the program. By June the Steering
Committee expected to have completed the project and to have set procedures
to be carried over into the next school year

Specific in-school accomplishments included:

I. Improved\ommunication within grade levels and cross grade levels.

A. Teachers discussing curriculum .

B. Teachers sharing instructional materials
C. Improvement of skill sequence between grade levels

II. Improved communication between support personnel and regular
classroom teachers.

III. Improved communications of curriculum and in-service.
A. Development of better S.C.D.C. reporting to faculty

B. Development of curriculum materials file

IV. Improved staff communication.
A. Development of a perpetual calendar

B. Development of better P.A. usage
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C. Evaluation and improvement of Principal's Advisory Council

D. *Development of a professional library

V. Improved communication system between staff and all phases of

administration.
A. Development of perpetual calendar

B. Improved committee interesz

C. Development of agendas for meetings

VI. Improved eommunication system between the community and Farmington

School.

A. Development of an Appreciation Tea

B. Consolidation of newsletters, etc.

C. Instituting a phone booth
D. Sharing a management system for informing parents of

child's progress.

VII. Improved discipline program.

A. Re-evaluation of Student Handbook

B. Development of room placement

C. Review of building rules through Principal's Advisory

Council

Inkster Public Schools
Fellrath Junior High School

"Resource Room"

GOAL: A teacher's resource center will be established at Fellrath by the .

Language Arts.and Social Studies department for use by each member.

The Language Arts/Social Studies departmerkt met and agreed to participate

in the program. The greatest concern was the housing and organization of

available teaching resources for the department. It was felt that the

teachers would be more effective if they had an accessible teacher resource

room in the building. Members deCided to work on proposal development as

a total group. Dates of meetings were established on a regular basis. The

final proposal was completed by a writing committee of three which included

the district facilitator. It was approved by the total group. The final

proposal has seven objectives.

The Staff Development for School Improvement PrograM has given us the

opportunity to accomplish our goals in a practical way. For many years we

have placed aims and objectives on paper but if our project reaches comple-

tion, we will be pleased with the results of the hours we have used and

happily assess the merit of our efforts. The Language Arts and Social

Studies Teachers will have another instrument, organized by teachers who

are already in service, to facilitate improved learning and performance

as the availability of resources will be enhanced.

The grvath of individual teachers and the development of improved coopera-

tion between members of the department have been important outgrowths of
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the professional development project at Fellrath Junior High School.
Teachers found themselves exchanging ideas and materials. Excitement is
beginning to grow about the possibility of developing new materials and
teaching strategies for students with special needs. The department
members are looking.forward to Fail, 1982.

Inkster Public Schools
Frazirr Elementary School

"Improving Student Behavidt"

GOAL: Before the end of the 1981-82 school year, the principal, faculty,
and staff will identify specific student behavior,problems and
implement procedures to solve the problems.

An awareness session was held with the staff in February. Staff commitment
was almost one hundred percent with ouly one member voting no. The staff
decided to work as a group in developing the proposal on Improving Student
Behavior. A writing committee was formed.

The building was well into planning when the school district decAcd to
close Frazier Elementary School as part of a money saving move. The ttaff

learned that the building, which opened in 1967, would be closed-in June
and teachers would be reassigned to the remOning elementary buildings,
and, the principal also decided to retire.

It is commendable that the staff decided to continue with ehe project and
worked together cooperatively for the good of the students. The final
proposal reflects a change in plans and an atteMpt to reach closure on the
project. It was decided that the positive behavior learned by the students
at P-,:azier scfiool would be carried with them to their new schools.

Frazier School worked on all four of the project's objectives and completed
all of the strategies under the objectives except one. They simply ran out

of time. They planned and implemented the project along with closing down
the school, packing classroom and personal items, considering a new place-
ment in the fall, or facing unemployment.

The good from the project, beyond increased student learning was the fact
that the teachers drew on inner strength to work together to solve a common
problem.

Lincoln Consolidated Schools
Lincoln Junior High School.

"Validity and Reliability of Evaluation Procedures"

GOAL: The Lincoln Junior High staff decided to focus on the evaluation of
some of the ways we inform students and their parents, of what is
expected of Lincoln students. We.also worked on the processes and
forms by which we provide feedback to students and their parents.
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Weekly Report Cards

One group worked on weekly report cards. Previously students whose

behavior and achievements needed weekly monitoring brought one card to all

their teachers. Teachers only had a few minutes to fill in their section.
The committee surveyed the staff and incorporated their suggestions into a

new form. Now teachers get their own sheet for each student. They have time'

to fill them out in greater detail, so parents and students get more feed-

back. This 1.4volves parents in a dialog with the school, that we did not

have before.

Progress Reports

Progress reports are sent to parents in the middle of each marking

period to inform them of their childrens' status. These forms were revamped

to incorporate many suggestions teachers had abOut Ole kinds of information

they wanted to tell parents.

Report Cards

This group is using a staff survey to rewrite our present cards. They

got cards from other districts, and met with the WISD staff to find out

what kind of materials the computer could handle. They are planning 'on a

card that will be more informative than the old one.

Discipline Code

The discipline code that we have is being re-examined and those areas
where it is not clear, or helpful to students ana staff are being revised.

Parent-School Relations

One committee worked on this perenhial area of concern. They organized

several projects and got 100% staff involvement on them. One was a news-

letter that was sent to all parents. Each teacher or department wrote an
article briefly describing the program and future plans. A gpring Orienta-
tion for incoming 6th graders and their parents was combined with an Open
House for our 7th graders and their families. This was a spectacular
success as about,350 people came.

Steering Committee

Four staff members and the principal make up this group, which was
formed in response to a staff need to have more input into the adminis-
trative processes at school, and to have greater feedback on issues of
concern to the staff.

Conference Attendance

Funds were set aside to help defray expenses of staff members who
wanted to attend meetings organized by professional groups. Members who

attend must bring back materials and/or ideas to share with others.

This was our second year of funding. There is a strong consensus that the,
staff has internalized the EMU model and has developed skills so that if
will continue to assess needs and plan our inservice projects to meet them.
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Milan Area Schools
Milan HighSchool English Department

"English Curriculum"

GOAL: 1. To revise the Milan High School English Curriculum.
2. To develop and maintain staff cohesiveness.
3. To develop improved communications between comMunity

and the high school English Department.

The Milan High School English Department has de,igned a plan to be imple-
mented as a project for the 1982-83 school year. The primary thrust of
the plan is the first goal. Subordinate to, but relateld to this are the
second and third goals. ;hethree goals are directly related to each other
and should not appear isolated.

The end result of this project is a cooperative, cohesive staff working with
an improved curriculum that meets the needs of our students as realized by
staff, students and interested community. -

Monroe Public Schools
Montoe Librarians: A Cross-District Program

"Library Evaluation"

GOAL: The elementary library aides and volunteers of the Monroe Public
Schools will continue to work on the improvement of the basic
library collections and services provided to the students, staff
and school community.

The school library and media center should be the_hub of the instructional
program in elementary schocls. An up-to-date collection of materials that
supports the curriculum and is of high interest to students is basic to

this objective. This program is designed to help in the process of evalu-
ating our present collections so that adequate collections may be developed.

Since there are several categories to a library collection we will be

r evaluating each section. ILzluded will be: Print--reference, professional,
periodicals, non-fiction by subject area, fiction, maps, poster, vertical

file and paperbacks. Non-print--recordings, audio cassettes, transparen-
cies, slides, filmstrips, kits, ptudy prints/picture file, film loops,
computer software, realia and tehching kits. Audio visual hardware will
also be evaluated.

At this time the committee has met a total of 9 times to complete the
proposal and evaluation dot -dnt to be used. All have visited a quality
elementary library in Plymouth and have had inservice on elementary collec-
tions, and selection procedures. We have uSed the services of the elemen-
tary library supervisor of Grosse Pointe, Mrs. Jane Colsher, as a resource
person. We will also be visiting her library in the future. At this time

we are in the process of polishing the evaluation procedure to be followed
-in the expectation of implementing in the early Fall.
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Saline Area Schools
Jensen Elementary School

"Relationships between Parent and Child"

COAL: To enhance the rel4-tionships between parent and child and to

build the student's awareness of their values and need for

educational growth. ,

Obj_ictive 1/1: ... the staff of Jensen Elementary School will offer to the
parents of the Jensen students, human and material resources
cdrrently available for increasing the positive parent-child
relationship.

Objective #2: ... the staff of Jensen Elementary School will explore and
develop multiple strategies to maximize the student's
awareness of their values and need for educational growth.

One main strategy used to accomplish objective #1 and thus a_portion of our
goal, was the development and implementation of an evening parent workshop
patterned after our teacher inservices. It was entitled, "Adventurous Paths

to Parenting" (A.P. to P.). Four resource persons were secured by our

Building Leadership Team (B.L.T.). Each resource person conducted two one-

hour se'gsions. Parents could elect to attend two sessions. The parent

workshop was evaluated by both parents and staff as having been worthwhile
and that it did address their needs in the field of parenting. The Jensen

P.T.O. plans to continue this activity and has already secured one of the
_resource persons for a return engagement.

Two main strategies used to accomplish objective #2, the first being student

discussions as to their values and needs for educational growth which were
conducted and the results recorded by the classroom teachers. Second was

the establishing of a Student Leadership Team (S.L.T.) which consisted of
one student elected from each third and fourth grade classroom under the"-

careful guidance of the classroom teacher. The S.L.T. alsa'served as greet-

ers and guides at the Adventurous Paths to Parenting workshop. Staff evalu-

ation of the objective concluded that an excellent beginning had been made
and a new and positive avenue for student involvement on the continuation
and expansion of this idea.

Evaluation Summary
Project was successful.
Staff ownership and Aarent involvement were important keys to success.
The parent-teacher-child relationship realized positive growth.
Pre-planning in detail made the implementation proceed smoothly and

effectively.
30+% of parents attending the workshop have volunteered to work on

implementing another workshop next year.

Comment
The Staff Development for School Improvement concept as developed and

facilitated by Eastern Michigan University has proven itself as a most
valuable tool in fulfilling the needs for problem solving and educational
growth in the various participating school districts in the area. It is a

project which is workable and reaches many in a most effective wal,!



Taylor School District

Secondary English: A Cross-District Project

"District Wide Secondary English Curriculum"

GOAL: To develop a system-wide English curriculum for both the high
schoolland junior high school English program within the

TaylorSchool District. Elected representatives from each
building's English Department serve on the committee along
with tWo administrators, two counselors and two parents.

The F. l'roje&t in Taylor involves the entire Secondary English Department
At present there are 79 teachers within the department who are teaching
English to 7,407 students. Many of our building level activities in the_
past have been with English Departments, and each time they chose to work
on their curriculum. As we looked at ways to expand our own SD/SI activi-
ties., it became,apparent that we might be more effective if we looked at

the entire Secondary English spectrum. We applied the six-step_process to
the secondary English spectrum and found that it can work on a cross-

district basis.

Committee members have attended five Language Arts blriefings at WCISD in
order to determine the current "state of the art." 'They are also looking

at skills presently being taught in each course offered. The curriculum
guide being developed will be skill based and will encompass the 7-12

curriculum.

This is a two year project with potential spin-offs in the areas of
improved instructional skills, accountability and increased student

achievement. -

GOAL: Tc deve

Objective #i:

Objective 112:

Objective 1/3:

Objective 1/4:

Wayne-Westland Community Schools
Walker Elementary School

"Volunteer Program"

lop a parent volunteer program.

The school staff will develop a parent volunteer
recruitment plan.

The school staff will develop job descriptions for
the activities in which parent volunteers could be

involved. _.

The school staff will train the volunteers to
participate successfully in the activities.

To initiate'as man'y of the enrichment activities
as feasible by the end of the school year, 1981-82.

The staff was introduced to the Staff Development for School fmprovement

program at which time more than 75% of the staff voted to participate.

Shortly thereafter, we met for three hours to do a needs'assessment at
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which time the members ,enerated a list of activities which they felt would
enrich the educational expetiences for Walker students. For example,
development of a volunteer program, motivation for the average student,
pooling of-resources and materials, development of high interest low vocab-
ulary materials, a school store, were_some ideas,generated. Through dis-
cussion, it was discovered that we could implement many if not all of the
suggested programs through the creative use of volunteers. A building
committee was formed to draft a plan. The committee consisted of five
teachers and the principal.

-

Armed with a logo and the project title, "Hands on Kids," the staff held,a
student assembly. There the Students discovered the meaning of the myster-
ious logo buttons worn by teachers for a week before the assembly was held.
Enthusiasm was built by a Student change and descriptions of the activities
which'would most directly affect them. Each student received his/her own
button and information to share with their parents including an invitation
to attend a'parent open house.

What happened to Walker School as a reault of the staff development project?
Staff and volunteers experienced a sense of satisfaction over what was

\

accomplished in implementing activities. Enthusiasm and a sense of profes-
Sionalism-were enhanced by involvement in a-common project.
A

rom the teachers' perspectives the students have been affected in many
ways. Children have been,motivated to improve. They feel good about
having their parents come to echool. There is more and improved school
spftit, especially with students whose parents' are volunteers. They are
sh4wing progress as a result of the extra help.

The
\
Walker staff, students, and volunteers worked together t6 create an

atm7phere of cooperation and communication. What resulted was a Walker
community.

Whitmore LakeiPublic chools
Spencer Elementary School

"Staff Morale and Community-School RelationS"

GOAL: The Whitmore Lake_Elementary staff will engarie in activities
_designed to improve staff morale and enhance oui: school
image, as perceived by the community, by developing a positive,
on-going school/community relationship.

In February 1982, our elementary staff determined Staff Morale and
Community-School Relations to be an area of concern. A seven member
writing team developed a proposal to addrss the above issues. We limited;

the number of objectives and strategies to accommodate our time limitatiOns.
As facilitators, we feel that the goals we identified w,ere successfully
reached within this,short time period.

Our elementar)-i staff members have acquired a greater knowledge of themselves,
their co-workers e.id the community through the development of this proposal.
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We were able to involve over 90% of our elementary staff, the local P.T.O.,

.school board members, school administrators, media representatives and most

importantly, the Whitmore Lake Communi0.
/

We found that this proposal creata cyclical effect: /
/

/

-- )
/

TEACHER MORALE &
AO

II

(411,

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL RELATIONS ""\41

II
IMPROVED STUDENT SOLUTIONS

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IDENTIFIED

t )/f II

POSITIVE TEACHER DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVE

MORALE CREATED INFORMATION TO INCREASE
COMMUNITY AWARENESS II

1\4%.

SUPPORTIVE SCHOOL ATMOSPHERE
II

This proposal has allowed the Whitmore Lake Community and teaching staff to

overcome a most pressing problem. Continued efforts in these areas have

also been initired!

Willow Run Community Schools

Willow Run High School
11

"Curriculum"

GOAL: To improve teacher morale.

This year our staff decided to use the Staff Development for School Improve-

ment grant to review, improve, and standardize our curriculum. We worked

dgpartmentally as well as with the total staff, to w6rk on our goals and

objectives. We have inservice time availablq contractuall5i and this time

Was used for this proposal. $.

I/

A. Objectives: To increase communication and problem solving

among all staff.

Activities:
- Survey teacher's interest for workshops.

- Discipline referral workshop; purpose: using the

discipline forms. alternative discipline strategie's

- to the refertalr.i.

- Orient and help vAstitutes and new teachers feel

welcome.
- Improve teacher/clez-ical staff cometunications.
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I.
1

1

1

B. Objectives: Customizing curriculum. '

J. All departments reviewed their course offerings and subjects taught

within their_departmet will be completed by June 18th%

During the sumpapr compile information and design a curriculum guide.

2. In the fall, time will be spent working on developing instruction
materials and a department resource area.-

, .

C. Objectiveg: Closer examination of curriculum to meet the students/
staff needs and enhance effectiveness.

1. 'counselors aiet with each department to discuss course off
.

ngs,.

prerequisites and four (4) ye-ar plan for students.

.2. Administration and staff met to discuss problem areas.

3. A committee-was formed to-study retention policy and make
recommendations,

4. Math department shared information and techniques in formulating

9th grade placement test.

5. Visitation on the part oT teachers within our school district.

.and other school districts.
a.. Beverly Dundom,,math teacher, was a guest lecturer

in Chester Carter's Algebra II class .

b. Marylyn Sdari and Mary Jones visited AnAs Arbor
.-:Tappan.Junior High School to observe Instrumental

Enitchment in the Reading Program.

6. Encouraged teachers to part_cipate in conferences and workshops
within tubject.area, Many have .awlied for fall conferences.

7. We decided td have an official recorder to keep notes of the

committee meetings.
4

Ypsilanti Public Sc ools
Adams Elementary S hool

l

"Utilization of Microcomputers in the Classroom"

-G)*L: To learn (1P-at;Out ingtructional uses of miCrocompuEers,
\ (2) about-'ehe-basic components of a microcomputer, (3) haw.

4 toOperate'the PE? microcomPuter and run commercially

. VP' oprepared programs, and (4) how to locate, evaluate And

use educ....s16,.ational software.
4

Objective #1: Adam scp801 teaches will receive basic instruction

in the use*of the Commodore PET computer.

The entire staff will attend inservice meetings to
4 (a) learn basic terminoll,gy, (b) learn to use the

tompdtr, (c) evaluate ,software, (d) learn the system

of A IC, ane (e) learn to use the computer in an
it/structional setting.

Objectiva f2: Adams Schooj teachers will develop advanced programming

,
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Select teachers will attain inservice sessions to
develop advanced programming skills in BASIC, (a) an
introduction to PET graphics, (b) writing drill and4

practice exercises, and (c) introduction to animated
graphics.

Objective 113: Adams School teachers will develop a library of taped
programg for Adams Elementary School.

1.\ Select teachers will copy and purchase programs
to be evaluated by staff.

2. Teachers will evaluate catalogue programs
for staff +Ise.

3. Staff memLars will attend computer conferences
to review and collect computer programs.

4. Staff members will visit other gthool districts
to gather information on available programs.

Ypsilanti Public Schools
Ardis Elementary School

"Utilization of Microcomputers"

GOAL: To learn (1) about instr- i.onal uses lf microcomputers,
(2) about the basic comidents of a microcomputer, (3) how
to operate the PET microcomputer and run commercially
prepared programs, and (4) how to locate, evaluate and use
educational software.

Eighteen members of the Ardis staff will be partiepating in the staff
development session beginning June 22, 1982. Six half-day sessions are
planned Drop 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. each day ending July 1 1982.

Mr. Edward Saunders, from the U of M School of Education, has been
contracted as the consultant who will present,the workshop instruction. He

has met on several occassions, with the takf and principal assessing and

planning instruction. He, as a consultant, has also played an important
role in helping us decide the direction in which to proceed in purchasing
hardware and software that .-an be used in developilg a microcomputer center
at Ardis School.

The staff,during the six days will be exposed to learning the bdsic coRpo-
nents of the TRS-80 microcomputer, bow to operate the TRS-80 and estage.sh
an understanding of computer literacysimple programming and review avail-
ble softwares. In addition, those staff who have advanced skills will
work on developing program and setting up a microcomputerilab at Ardis

Schoor.'

Staff will r2view and choose software, select periodicals for professional
information and visit the Wayne ISD gathering software materials.



When the workshop concludes on July 1, 1982, 'Ardi staff will have received

basid instruction in the use of the TRS-80 microcomputer, they will have
varied skins ranging from beginning to advanced c,ogramming abilities.
Teachers will have developed a model for a microco4uter lab to be used in

the kr.dis School Instructional program.

4e. appreciate the support provided Ardis EleMentary S hool through Eastern
Michigan's Staff Development for School Improvement P ogram allowing us to
professionally grow by planning for and meeting our g41s.

The funds provided by Staff Development for School Impvement have allowed
us to assess our needs and plan a course of action that \T.Te think will

provide us the highest quality of professional growth. \
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350 parents, students
attend LJHS orientation

By VICKErALLEN.
Lincoln Jailor Illgh

Lincoln Junior High
had its Spring Orien-
tation for parents of
sixth- and seventh-
graders. More than KO
parents and students
attended. The Open
House gave them a
chance to meet and talk
to teachers.

Robin Blumhardt vice-
president of Student
Wind IntrOdUCed the
principal, Michael
Bewley. He spoke about
the importance ofhaving
a good self esteem.

The next speaker was
the counselor, Robert
Warren. He told the
audience that he is
available to help students

4';',
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Youth alive!
'

during the school year.
He said that students will
get their schedules on the
first day of school. lie

" y "I
v 1 1

Bewleyjuekomes parents _and students to open house
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iassured parents of sixth
graders that the entire
junior high staff will help '0,,
students make the Illf
transition to junior high.
For example, teachers
will-be in the halls the i I'll
first week to assist C.
students with their
lockers and locating their ;
classrooms. If parents or
students have questions
about the schedules, they , I

should contact the
counseling office.

Teachers were in their
rooms from 7:30 to 8:15
p.m., talking to and
meetlug parents and
futum stuclents. From
8:13 to ' 9 there were
rareshments in the
cafeteria.

Cerol Wahla, Jinisse
Dabney, Ricky Ross and
Kitten Flarian are on the
SchoolCommunity Co-
mmittee. They, planned
the Open House. The
committee, sponsored by
a staff development
grant from EMU, is
working to make the
community more aware

If_

.
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' ', - '. e
...... ...

, Refreshments were served at the spring orientateon

activities. Wahla pointed
out that this was the,first
time for a spring
orientation for i3rents of
incoming students. "It
proved a worthwhile
adventure and should be
considered in the
future," shesaid

"I thottght the rogram
was exc,.,ren;," said
Bewky. ii ut.t school
staff and ,ommunity
together. fhe faculty
committes: did An out-
standing job of
organizing tills event. It
was good to see so many

-Students.
The staff was pleased

with the progiam. "I
thought it was a fantastic

.evening," said Ross. "I
think there should be
more events like last
night," stated Barbara
Coivard. Lam Tonda
agreed, explaining, "In
the 10 years I've been
here it was one of the best
orientations."

"It should help the
sixth graders feel more
at east when they make
the big move to seventh
rade " said Barbara

of, and iniLotedinsehool parents _of_juiu re looker
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New Ingo for the Whilmure Lae image campaign
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Teachers mount campaign to
counter school image problem
By MARTHA SULLIVAN

'NewS SIAN IttOeTti

WHITMORE LAKE Teachers In the Whit-
more Lake school district think they have an lin-
age problem.

Much of the communication Intween the
schools and the community in the last few years
have been requests for money or announce-
ments of teacher lay-offs.

One group of elementary school teachers have
decided to see what they can chi to create a more
positive image.

In March, the elementary school received a
grant of g4,000 from Eastern Michigan Universi-
ty for use on professional development. The
staff decided that staff morale and the school's
Image In the community were the areas that
needed the most attention.

"People are out of work, teachers are being
laid off, negative thingsre happening. We just
wanted to promote some good feelings," said
Melissa Johnson, program coordinator.

AS PART of the program, the teacher's came
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up with a slogan and a logo they hope will be-
come readily recognizable in the community.
The slogan REACH (Rational Education Ap-
preciates Community Help) for the Future
adorns a series of buttons, bumper stickers and
posters along With a logo designed by tyro ele-
mentary school students.

Students In the school are wearing one of the
new buttons and Johnson said the program
hopes to get, one of the bumper stickers to each
family in the community.

The teachers have also put together n newslet-
let and sent the first issue out to the community
a few weeks ago. These newsletters will also be
avhilable in local stores so that any family that
mir,ht miss the mailing can pick one up. The
graphic arts department it the high school
made the posters for the campaign and Johnson
said that they hope to have a permanent sign for
the front of the school ready by the time sum-
mer vacation starts.

The "staff morale" portion of the campaign
has provided $50 for each teacher in the elemen-
tary school to use for professonal development.
Teachers have been using the money to attend
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conferences, subscribe to educational journals
and purchase classroom materials.

THE GRANT has also provided funds for
teacher In-service programs. The first ln-ser-
vice was on classroom organization and teach-
ing techniques and the second one. held Wednes-
day was on teacher stress and burnout.

Johnson said the program hopes to get the
oschool board involved in the campaign In the fu-
ture, perhaps by including board items in fur-
ther editions of the newsletter. ,

Response from the community has been fa-
vorable so far. Johnson said the program's next
goal is to Identify people In the community who
might be able to help the campaign financially
next year when the grant from EMU ruus out.

The Image-boosting campaign may also help
the school district win over voters In a June 14
millage election. The district is asking voters
for a I.8 mill increase In the operational mil-
lage. A portion of the increase (0.8 of a mill) Is
earmarked for the athletic program which was
supported by private contributions this year If
passed, the increase will bring thErlotal oper-
ational millage up to 33.12 mills.
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Basic Assumptions of

The Eastern Michigan University and,Wayne State University
Staff Development for Sc.hool Improvement Programs

1. This is a pilot program. Success is important.

2. The basic rationale and process of the Taylor Model is our fram of

, reference. .

. School Improvement is the focus - Staff development is the process.

4. CollaboraL!.an and cooperation between programs is essential. The

programs are not competitive. Collaboration and cooperation should

be defined. It doe's not need to include every facet of each program

Documentation and evaluation are essential for local purposes of
recognizing the degree of success or failure - but also for wide

distribution to ,:ate of,ficials and legislators.

6. Materials for each program will be designed to fit the situations and

needs of each program and its constituents.' For.example, EMU is
developing a handbook which may be unique to the Ypsi program.

7. Where possible we should share activities such as- work;bops, materials,

and other resources.
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Staff Development for School Improvement Program

-FINAL VERSION OF BASICASSUMPTIONS

.School improvement is the focus; staff development is the process.

.This is a building-level model; all project activities are developed

and implemented within that framework.

.Each school participating in the Staff Development for School Improvement
Program follows the six-step process.

\\

.EndorseMent of the program by both administrators and teachers is'

required.

.Collaboration between a participating school and the university is an

essential factor.

.Seventy-five percent of a school's teaching staff must agree to

participate.

.rhe university facilitator visits the school regularly, and is involved

in all six steps of the staff development.project.

.A school project (steps one through six) I:: typically one academic

year in length and runs for the full school year.

:Semester and end-of-year. rePorts are required.

.The amount df allocation for implementation of the school's staff

development project is based on the program strategies and activities

described in the project plan.

.Disbursement procedures follwed by the university grantor entail:

-25% of allocation upon receipt of .staff agreement forms
confirming that 757,,kof the teaching staff have agreed to

participate

-50% upon acceptance of the staff development projeEt plan,
which includes a detailed budget

. -25% upon receipt of final report which includes a narratiVe

nn the pro2ram and outcomes, and an itemized breakdown of

expenditures.
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Requirements for University Facilitators
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A UNIVRSITY FACILITATOR;

.Is a process conSuftani
,

.Is an ambassador for the university
,

_ Is willing to make a oneyear commitm4nt (Seitember 1 thro
June 30); (University - Fall,-Winter, Sfiringsemesters)

.Pstablishes rapport-with the'principal afil teachers of

1-coject.schools

, .Is involved (with assigned schools) in all six step-s, and

assists iR each step

Vol

.Is inja building an average of once a,week

.Submits reports on project schools monthly

.Attends bi-weekly meetings-of.university facilitators

.Attends other professional meetings and conferences in
connection with the program

.Dessribes the program at state and national meetings

.Seekb out the resources of the university and other
ageqies for use in the public schools

.Stays current on developments in staff development and

scho(51 improvement

1.Writes a final evaluation report on'each assigned schoo

4
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Nacional Center on Teaching 'and Learning
Staff Development for School Improvement

Summary Report on the
Principals' Meeting

April 21, 1982
8:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Eastern Michigan University

I. Opening Session

Winifred Warnat greeted participants, went over the agenda, and emphasized
chat the program hasn't given enough emphasis on the principal. She
indicated that one of the outcomes of the meeting was that principals help the
Staff Development for School Improvement staff discover how and what kind of
involvement/inter?ction Eastern Michigan University should establish to
strengthen the program and EMU's relationship with the principals involved.

Five goals for the meeting were given:

1. clarify program

II

2. produce information
5'. share concerns

. 4. develop resources
5. build support system

The staff development iirogram this year has 20 schools and 18 districts.
The figures change frorkweek to week as more schools join the program. The

districts are spread across four counties and include elementary, middle,
4 ior high and high schools.

individuals in the group spent 15 minutes introducing each other.
The morning discussion began as,a get-acquainted session. After discussion,

11 IT'
The Nature of Our Staff Development for School Improvement Program

Highlights of the SDS1 program were 'axplained by Beth Varffoorhees:

1

.A building level model

.A six step process

.informs all who are involved

.University involvement is a key

.Collaboration is the mode

.It is a pilot program

.University facilitators serve as "brokers"

.Preliminary steps include:
Iv selecting a school for participation, our staff goes
first to administrators, principals, and local policy
hoards.and ask "who might be liLely to get involved and
run wilth the project?" If the building principal is
enthusiastic, the project usually flies. Schools are not
selected because they need improving.

.Principal must approve the SDSI idea before the program is
explored by teachers

.Six-steps to the process of SDSI; school improvement is the
focus and staff development is Lhe process

97



PRINCIPALS' MEETINC

School, Improvement Througk Staff' Development

Two questions were asked of.the groups:

1. How is what's going on in my building staff development?
2. What are my teachers doing for staff development?

-

Pag.c 2

-

The group shared concerns raTibed to these questions. Discussion
included anything that principals identified as staff development in their
school whether connected with EMU's program or not.

Principals identified the following activitA.es as staff development in
their schools:

-

- contractual staff development on teacher time
- district staff development day

.eurrieulum planning

.staff mèetings
-curriculum boa'rds

-improving staff morale
-improving school-home communications
-evaluation

.students

.teachers

.administration
-teachers and administrators re-evaluate goals,'vaiii&s,

4and prqcesses
- large and small groups and individual development through,

.presentaLon

.research

.conferences

.workshop attendenee
-writing curriculum,,designing courses
- developing'a professional self-concept
-lvacher communivalion
- sex equity project to eliminate sterotypes

.building inservice

.review literature

.purchase materials

.communication with parents
-rewrite attendence and discipline policy

.input from students, parents, and staff
vsix member staff development committee

-inservice program in mircocomputers
.purchased 18 computers
.teach teachers and then students
.staff will write programs
.EMU consultant from math department'
.involved 90% staff

-history project
.community, family and school history
.increased school involvement

- increased use of human resources
.develop school volunteer program involves 24 parents

in 7 programs
.85% staff directly agreed and involved
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- chanAe library nto a' media center to inClude graphic arts
.staff inservice
.staff involvement

-guidelines for mainstreaming
.policies
.access to materials
.roles

-evaluation of what teachers arc doing by
.increased communication by committees

- involving senior citizens

.seniors didn't want to get involved
- communication to improve staff morale

.committees

.workshops

.teachers working with r_achers
- standardixe-curr-iculum

.prerequisites

.mastery

.content
- improve discipline

.input from student forum
-creativity in teachers to-meet all needs of students

Page 3

The previous exercise brought out the point that there are different
kinds and levels of staff development:

.Those geared towardteachers (personal and professional
development

.Those geared toward entire-school

.Those geared toward students

Groups discussed:

1. How are your staff development activities related to school
improvement?

2. How do you know your school is improving?

Responses to the questions were:

- no realization of concept of "school improvement:" focus on
"staff development"

-improvement often defined as perceived improvement by the
community rather than defined in terms of observable
behavior and results

- im) rovmelas ortAbl dcfinvd by Lest: seures

- discrepency between teachers perception of improvement and
public perception

-union versus professionalism

.staff development helps in developing cohesiveness
between groups

-improvemeht of teacher skills (communication) improves
learning environment

- increase interest in use of computers
- improvement in morale
- observations
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-student attendance
-teacher questionaire
- pre'and post information
- Nut" feelings
-number of discipline problems
-teacher attendance
- number.of grievances

r-/-phone calls/letters from parents kboth positive
and negative)

- improved communication

- awareness of individual differences, problems of students
- whole school functions more efficiently, smoothly by

streamlining and evaluating what is currently being
done

- increased participation in schools by senior citizens
-development of ,carriculum relevant to job market--making

trainitig of-s-tudents -ma-tch-job sktlls- needed

- creativity, meeting individual needs
-staff accepting-mainstreaming (new ideas) that they

really opposed
-improved student awareness of need for discipline policies

, because they're involved in developing rules
-cut down on turnaround time for report cards decreasedo
- kids that graduate get jobs
-equalize career courses (offerings) with college prep

(basic study)
-improvement in acadeinic and social skills

0

--improvement in attitudes and interests (positrve a-rid '

negative)
- involvement of students and staff
- improved schoo14climate
- parent support (positive)
-miliages passed

4.

Ron noted a few points on effective school improvement:

1. Focuses on individual teachers and school as a unit:
their needs and goals, socially and functionally.

2. Role bf principal is twofold: administrative duties and
instructional leader

3. All broad school improvement programs seem to have some
things in common:
-they stress collaboration with all those involved
-they share decision making between administration

and teachers
-the role of principal is,as instructional leader
-teachers and principals have ownership in the

program and bwmership comes through shared
decision making

-the imhool is the focal point of change

Page 4

Ron noted that issues of power and control from the administrators stand-
point are still key issues. How does the staff deal with power and control?
If the staff does,expect the principal to be the leader, that can help them
move to the broader conception of school improvement.

.10,j
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PRINCIPALS' MEETING Page 5

LV. ScIrool Improvement and the Principal

During the remainder of the session, the pareicipants interacted with
eacb olher as a group and expressed some concerns. Dixie Hibner, PrincipaL-of
Jensen Elementary in Saline, talked about how she saw the role of the principal
within the context of her EMU projects She noted that:

1. She has moved from a director position into a facilitator
A position. The staff no longer sees,her as a person

responslble for everything.
2. There are a lot fewer discipline problems and staff

complaints as a. result of the program.

3. The staff is more involved and are willing td commit time
and volunteer ideas.

4. Staff meetings have,increased in number and are enjoyed
by the staft.

5. Her role hasIchanged,due to the objectiye third party
role_of_EMU,_

_

6. Coals have been met and improvement-demonstrated because
' of increased communication. There is a cooperative

atmosphere, now instead of an individual one.

QuesLions and concerns,were raised by the principals. Their comments

incruded:

1. How were initial negative attitudes by staffs overcome,
and a 757. vote of acceptance committed?
as understanding grew, so did support
the stTpend had.a lot to do with support because

%it provided eachers the opportunity to
really do what they wanted to do

trust and ownership of project grew, so did support
initial selling of SDSI program and getting

aquainted with it prompted support
the staff became convinced that it was reaily their

program--believability
exposure to successful programs

2. If mbre than one school in a district votes acceptance and
..only one can be chosen, what does the other school do?
How do you combat negative feelings of disappointment?.
involve school in a project the following year'
temporary delay, could plan project in advance,
split the stipend between the schools in district

3. If the school really wants the project, but can't get 75%
commitment, how do you deal with disappointment?
temporary delay until next year when vote

can be taken again
scoping meetings between the staff co negotiate

conflicts with'project or program
suggestion of alternative project that may be

more favorable

4. What can principals do to guide the staff?
don't police staff with surveys to gauge

their interests
.establish a personal recognition program

10,
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- provide extra time for teachers to be
Involved in project

-presence of an objective third party such
as EMU helps support principal

- convinde.teachers they have ownership
- additional meetings after initial presentation

of SOS1 program to staff ,to assure and
clear up any questions

schedule tile initial presentation at a point
during thcfschool year when teachers feel
they have Liw time, energy, and interest
to commit

-don't schedule the initial pfesentation too
early or the staff might look at it as a
long term commiiment

5. -Who chose the, school totbe involved?
- EMU does not choose the school. EMU

presents the idea to the administra-
tion, the potential schools are re-
commended by the policy board, school
principals are consulted, all staffs
are presented the program, and teachers
vote on whether to participate.

- if there are two schools in a district with
interest and commitment, the administra-
tion would make the decision as to

.which school gets the program.
6. What if the school can't meet'their projected goal-and

eequirements by June?
-some schools look at the project as "seed"

money to get a project'started
- they can carry the project over on their

own as a regular part of their job,
without additional funds

-they can carry the project Over to the
following school year, with initial funds

- attitudes of teachers and their commitment
to the project has a lot to do with its
continuation past the school,year
presently funded

7. Is there proof that the program is improving the schools?"
- increase in test scores measured before and

after"
-enthusiasm of teachers and carry over of

programs without funds

Ron emphasized that the presence of an outside third party has a lot to
do w:th the acceptance of the program and commitment to a project. This was
brought up repeatedly by the,principals. Ron wrapped up the meeting by empha-
sizing and steessing the need that the principal's role be highlighted and
developed as central. Of particular concern to the people involved in the
project are the principals. Those involved wonder whether what's coming out
of the project has any on-going, meaningful professional development for the
principal. There is also concern for a support system and other resources
Oat the principal might serve as a central focus for.
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Larry emphasi4ed that the SUSI is very interested in the principals'

concerns about the program. The program welcomes any comments, input, ques-
Lions at .orly time before, during and after involvement in the program.

V. ;Block Grants

A paper on block grants was dikributed. The paper and highlighted areas

for principals were underscored.
.

1

Points highlighted were:

The Block Grant program has three basic thrusts:
.Basic Skills -

.Educational Improvement

.Special Projects

A district may spend their money on all three of these. The schools
aren't competing with the-three basic thrusts, almost all efforts will require

staff development.

VI. Wrap Up

Roy summarized the principals discussion on evaluation related to the

questions: how is what's going on in my burlding staff development, and

what are my teachers doing for staff development. Roy concluded that few of

the comments were direct approaches to staff development. Most are activities

to improve school programs.

flinifred Warnat closed the meeting by reminding the participants of .the

six goals for the day's meeting. She asked the principals to think about

whether these were met.

,1

II

Winifred asked the principals what they thought should happen next and
asked for any thoughts they'd like to share concerning another meeting. Many.

.

principals indicated they enjoyed the meeting and got a lot out of it, and

II

would be interested in attending another. .

There was an announcement made that a year-end celebrktion for all the

schools was being plannea. Winifred asked for principals/To volunteer to

11

help organize it.

VII. Outcomes Reported of Meeting and Program

Outcomes reported by the principals' regarding the meeting and program

included:
.1

.we're learning something about staff development

.time is being assigned to staff development

.money is being allocated to staff development

.collabOration is developing staff development

.simple answers to staff development are being rejected

.rewards and incentives are important in staff development.

.
.learned about progress in staff development and school

improvement

1 0 3
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Viii. Questions Raised

Questions raised by the principals' at the meeting were:

.How do you get teachexs interested?

.Whyvare men teachers more difficult to get involved?

.Teachers ard more maturedo we worry about that or
do, we capitalize on it?

.How do you communicate the quality of school to parents?'

.Some difficulty in understandingquestion: How is what's
going on staff development? (Intent here was draw-
ing attention to activities not normally considered
staff development--but from which teachers learn,)

IX. General Observations

(4.:nvral observations made by the Rrincipals' and the SUSI staff included:

.unusual that principals identified sO many on-going school
activities and decision making processes as staff
deVelopment for school improvement

.collaboration a strange thing--teachers think they.have
power--principal sees value77both become aware of
school problems

.school as a social organization has an ecology--an inter-
vention may have influence unrelated to intent

.the work of the teacher is not viewed by many as work

.surprising morale among principals in a State characterized
as in a depressed circumstance-7the matter of.0
attitude is very important

.a clear, friendly explanation oE EMU program was imporr.ant

.there are plenty of ideas in what principals said that
should be followed up

C.

/ah
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APPENDIX 9

.Chart of Preliminary Steps

.
Chart of the Six-Step Model
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THE SIX STEP PROCESS

Preliminary Steps

.Initial presentation to:superintendeot

.Presentition to local policy board

.School selected by,pentral administralion4
local po,licy [roarer'

-

'.Presentation to priOcipat of selectedssehoqj

Step on,

AWARENESS,. READ.tiESS, COMITMENT

.Presentation to school staff
-.Connitment to partictpate vote taken
.Staff development planning committee elected

.

Step Two

INTERACTIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

.Interactive needs assessment conducted

%

Step Three

THE PLAN AND ITS APrROVAL

.Project plan developed by staff development
planning cOMmittee

.School staff approves plan 4
-.Local, policy board reviews plan

Aniversity grantqrs accepts

ec

s- Step Six

: 41-OPTION

Anteractive reassessmek of [feeds conducted
.Process completed/adopted as ongoing by the

school staff

1

11
Step Five

REPORTING AND.EVALUATION-
.

.School staff evaruatet program,

.Staff development planning committee prepares
reports

.Semester and,year end repiorts submitted to
uoiversity grantor

.

5tep Four

IMPLEMENTATION -

.School staff implements plan

.

4.1
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Evaluation of Staff Development for School Improvement

Evaluatior is determining the degree to which goals or intentions have

been achieved. it Lypically means comparing acccmplishments with intentions.

For example, if the intention is tc check the operational cap..faility of an auto-

mobile, one evaluaLes all of the essential parts that must function for the

vehicle to run well and reliably. On a mechanical apparatus there are

precise standards Against which every aspect of the machine can be assessed

Therefore, evaluation can usually be accomplished by Checking a set number of

iLems for which there is a particular standard, in the case of an automobile,

itelps :alch !n; oil pressure and level, whilel alignment, and battery charge.

When evaluation is' of less tangible subjects such as learning or teaching,

the process becomes more difficult and complicated. The tendency too often with

complex phenomenon like tearhing and learning is to expect a precision and ease

in the evaluation similar tG what we find in evanating mechanical things.

Certainly evaluating learniug is no simple nor precise process. Single measures

Of achievement or aptitude such as standardizes tests, often accepted by the

pulilic.as adequate indicators of student growth and potential, tell at best

only a part of what an indlvidual has learned. Although test scores help

-

provide an evalUation profile, much mbre data must be collected to make a com-

'II

.

prehensive evaluation of educational achievement. When there is concern for
. . .

!

Lhe quality of educational xperiences, as well as for outcomes, evaluation

.II becomes mOre complex.
-

..
. .

le
,

I .

The evaluation of staff development for 'school imprc.vement is even mbre

,-

,
. complicated and therefore must include varied and compr.thdnsive (Late to assess

1

I accomplishment. To complicate matters further, in staff-aevelopment we are
v -4

concerned with the satisfaction of participants with thc experience of learning,

IF .,.as well as being concerned with the outcome of learning. In fact we &re

. 1:69
t.



concerned with several categories of outcomes including evidence on:

1. knowledge, skills, and atitudes acquired ,

2. teacher behavior changes caused by uhe knowledge, skills,
and attitudes learned

3. changes in curriculum, management, and school organization
caused by what has been learned

4. changes or improvement in student knowledge, skills, and
attitudes - and changes and imptovements in behavior
caused by 1/1, 2, and 3

5. community impact of the program

Data collected on these five categories of outcome$ contribute to

cvaluating J developmeuCprogram aad the degree Lo which it contributes

to school improvement. Such data should also provide eviddnce on the degree

of batisfaction of participants with staff development activities and the school

improvement they generate.

In the evaluation of s,:aff development, we recommend that school

bnildin :aall collect and ,ccord evid(nto in the above 1, categories. When

such data are anecdotal thei should be noted in brief descriptions. The

categories are arranged (see chart) so that evidence can be recorded across

a page when it is clear thaCknowledge, skills, and attitudes learned impact on

Leacher behavior and one or more of the other categories of outcome.

When data collected taLe.forms other than notation by professional staff,

they can be labeled, dated, noted in appropriate categories and inserted into

a journal file. At various points data for a week or month should be pulled

together to summarize achievements for a particular spaa of time. Periodic

summarl,ps can be recorded on colored sheets of paper. at semester or year-

end, summaries can be pulled together in a mid-year or final report. At any

summary stage the 5 categories should be maintained:.

Quantitative data across personnel and situtations can be aggregrated.

Qualitiative data may be generalized. In some cases each participant's

2

u

o,. 'fw,0,1110.
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collection of data provides a case study and can be reported as spch,

providing an illustration rather than a comparison.

Sharing evaluation data through the year provides feedback to colleagues

about the degree of progress being made by other personnel. Semester and

year-end reports should be shared With building committees and building and

university facilitators. All parties should be careful to protect the privacy

of individuals involved and recognize that confidentiality in professional

matters is essential if an open climate of learning and activity is to be

Maintained.

The primary emphasis in the Eastern Michigan University model for staff

development is school improvement, not inservice education for individu4l

professional personnel gains. The focus is on developing better programs for

students by supporting the work of teachers and administrators in improving

curricula, developing more effective teaching strategies, and creating better

learning climates. The program, therefore, is not self-serving, it is not

spending money to upgrade individuals primarily for their own benefit. The

first consideration is the quality of school, i.e.,the quality of experience

students have under the auspices of the school and the results of those

experiences. The focus of evaluation should be on those primary purposes.

3 111



EVAL":ATION MODEL

Statement of pals and objectives:

5/l3/82

Describe activities the program has undertaken and the strategies employed:
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DATA ON SCHOOL PERSONNEL

Evidenee-on-Knowledger-Skills,
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THE ROLE OF QUALITATIVE,METHODS IN EVALUATION

Ronald G. Corwin
Professor of Sociology
Ohio State University

The social sciences have been torniloy recurring disputes between the

advocates of competing methodologies and approaches to knowledge. The early

research in sociology, for example, included historical accounts, statisti-

cal analysis, case studies of communities and neighborhoods, and other forms

of scholarship. By the 1940's statistical "empiricism"--an inductive approach

to knowledge based on systematic observations of specific facts--had gained

dominance and still holds sway. However, other approaches to knowledge have

managed to maintain a strong foOthold. In particular, the dual philosophies

called "holistic phenomenology" have always provided challenging alternatives

to empiricism. Holism is the belief that a whole cannot be reduced to its

discrete parts; events must be understood as part of a larger context.

Phenomenology.is a set of assumptions about the mutable, changing nature of

reality; facts can be- interpreted/from different perspectives, and reality is

too complex and fluid to be captured in simple statistics. Today, the debate

between empiricism and holism takes the form of arguments for and against

It quantitative" methods, such as surveys based on random sample's, structured.

interviews, questionnaires, and testing techniques versus "qualitative"

methods, including participant observation, ethnography, content analysis

and open-ended interviews.

THE THEOLOGY OF RESEARCH'

These methodological disputes can assume'the fervor of religious wars.

The g ds are the theorists who are praised with endless quotations, footnotes

and ibid after ibid. And they in turn sanctify lOfty presentations. Many social

scientists seem to listen to Compte who proclaimed an awesome triumph when
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he decided that sociology is "queen of the sciences" (Corwin,

if thea sts are gods, statisticians are the high priests who

standards and then chastize those who do not measure up. But

1981): And,

set impossible

they also

provide for absolution through the magic of method. Practitioners of social

esearch are pressured to choose between the denominations, which themselves

are riddled with rivalries among sects. It is difficult

But at the same time, the very fact that these struggles

no .one approach has yet monopolized social research, the

for the different camps,not withstanding.

METHODS AS TRUTH STRATEGIES

The theological fervor behind these disputes

to remain neutral.

persist mearisthat

claims of apologists

sometimes obscures the

fact that there are several equally legitimate though competing paradigms.

Research methodology is sometimes discussed as though there is only one

"correct" approach to social science, all other approaches being subtandard

and hence of lower quality. But there is another way of thinking about

research methods. For in reality there are different "truth strategies"

which are rooted in'diverse intellectual traditibns. While particular con-

ditions may gain dominance from time to time, they all have a legitimate role

to play in social research. Thompson and his colleagues (1960)

fied four basic types of truth strategies; The following table

tion of their typology.

Reliance on
. Sensory Types of

Truth Strategy Experience Reasoning

Scientific-Quantitative Hi Codified

Analytic-Quantitative Low Codified

Qualitative Field Research Hi Uncodified

Inspirational-Qualitative Low Uncodified

Scholarship

once identi-
,

is an adap-

Examples

Experimentation (Psychology)

Statistics (Demography)

Ethnography (Anthopology)

Historical Scholarship and
Literature Synthesis
(The Humanities)
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1
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At one extreme is tlie -"Scientific" type. High reliance is placed n

.
systematid observations (factual deta) and codified reasoning. Experimental

.. -,.

psychology is an illustration. At the other extrdme is a more "inspirational"

AA.

or speculative mode-. anclusiong can be"based,on careful scholarahip but they

are not directly induced from carefully controllecrobservations, and they are

largely uncodified. There ate two intermediate types,. The "analytic" mode

.- . ,. .

uses abstract and codifiekknowledge forms, as
.

illustrated by MSthematits.

"Qualitative field research" relies on dhte that are.lergely.uncodified but

they can.be directly confirmed through sensory experience, as in the practice

of cultural anthropology. .

While particular discipltnes are associated with different approdches

to research, all types of truth strategies are present in most social sCience

disciplines, with varyins degrees of legitimation and prominence. Even within
x*

education research, whicho was. virtually monopolizekby the "scientific" truth

strategy Prior to the 1960's, one can now readily observe a variety of cosi-
,.

Teting paradigms being used.''

Contributions of Each-truth Strategy
1

Each truth strategy.offers distinctive advantages. The codified modes of

inquiry (the scientific and the analytic)are most useful with very focused

studies, confined to a few precisely measured, logically'releted lanablee
;

derived from general composition. 'They are helpful for extending abstract,

hierachically organized theory in which the specific events are treated as

representative of general classep of events. Because the main utility of

these approaches is to contribute to an abstract system of knowledge, they

usually provide only incomplete.and fragmental information about the objects

studied.

The inspirational mode is uieful for providing perspective. It establishes

. :-
.3
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historical and intellectual context. This approach helps scholars maintain

contindiv with theoretical, and scholarly traditions by synthesizing research

studies and by integrating field research with theory. Through critical

reviews of existing work this approach can provide guides to improvement and

new perspectives.

In uncodified qualitative field research; one.collects a wide variety of

descrptive informatiOn pertaining to some social unit, such as group, commu-

nity organization or program or project. The variables considered and the

focus of inquiry are very broad, since the primary objective is to understand

the social:unit itself. -.Abstract' ccincepts are systebatically employed gs a

means of describing-anct helping to interpret specific patterns of events.

Mhen the inquiry is close ly tied to systematic'observation this agproach can

be a valuable source of new directions for seeking information and source of

gener4propositions and speculations. The success- of this approach ban be

measureein terms of how accurately'specificsituations ar portrafed.

Other advantages of qualitativit methods also indiude the rich detail

that can beobtained, ,the possiblity of gaining insights, that can lead .tp
5

more formal hypothoses, opportunities to improvise with piipants sand to

gain a sense of the affective dimensions ofa. situation which quantUatfve

approaches would miss, the ability to trace short term complicated processes,

and-the ability to reconstruct complex situations.in a holistic way. This

elatter advantagetcan be especially significant because it allows the iniXesti-

gator to construct stories from human events and experiences which can b
10.11

easily understood, remembered and communicated to many types of audiences

InforMation derived from qualitative field work also can be used to guide

the design and analyses of more forIL statistical approachefi such as sUrveys

(Seiber, 1973). For' example, detajtled knowledge about a situation can be used

1

4
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to identify meaningful cases and samples for more systematic research. To

illustrate, Seibgr decided to include different schools in his study of a

suburban school system after he had learned as a participant and observer

'of the affects of migration on that system. And as another instance, in our

\:study of the Teacher Corps (Corwin, 1973) we were able to make sense out of

certairvstatistical relationships only after we returned to the field sites and

talked informally with'some of our informants. In other cases, puzzling

replies to a questionnaire were clarified by examining the field notes of

some of our observers.

TYPES OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

The ,primary purposd of introducing the forgoing typology of truth stra-

tegies is to place qualieative' field research in context. The remainder of the

discussion will attempt to provide a befter understanding of this poorly un-

derstood type of research, so that it's potential contributions to social

research, and to evaluation in particular, can be.better appreciated.

Definit±on and Purpose

Qualitative field research is a ecirm,of investigation that employs 91)7

servations of and unsglotructured intervigws with people in a setting or context

in order to understand'their everyday ongoing 'activities as they experience

them. It is empirical in the sense that the observer is open minded acrid uses

facts inductively to describe specific situations. But the approach is also
/

holistic and phenomendlogical in the sense that the investigator attempts to

linderstand the meaning of events to the participant and to understand their

views. The influence of the total context on situations is of utmost impor-
,

tange in ar'riving at any conclusions.

The ultimate purpose of qualitative methods is to add to existing ex-

perience and humanistic understanding (atake7-1978). Qualitative approaches

5



have the advantage of organizing facts so as to preserve the uniyi holistic

character of the complex and unique situations and events being described.

The myriad of details and variables involved cannot be easily isolated. While

the underlying themes and hypotheses are important, they remain subordinate

to understanding the situation as a whole. Understanding is based on expla-

nation, but it is not necessarily the same as the explanation. Explanation

11
takes the form.of logically related propositions stating Proven facts, whereas

understanding is more intuitive, even though observations, comparisons and

examples may be employed. VonWright. (1971) has captured the essence of the

distinction between intuition and understanding in the following statement:

"Practically every explanation,. be it casual'Or teleo-

logical or of some other kind, can be said to-futher

our understanding of things: But 'understanding-' also

has a psychological ring which !explanation' has not...

Simmel...thoUght that understanding as a'method charac=

teristic of the humanities is a form of empathy or re-

atmosphere, the thoughts and the feelings and the

motives, of the objects of his study."'
41IF

Butterfield (1951) reminds us:

"...The only understanding we ever reach in history is I
but a refinement,: more or less subtle and sensitive, of

the difficult--and sometimes deceptive--process of

imagining one's self in another person's place." I
1

Types of Qmilitative Field Techniques'

To this point in the discussion there has been little effort to distin- I

guish among the Various types of qualitative research techniques that have

been vsed. Actually a wide range of techniques have been employed, which can

-v-

become a source of cóhfusion. Therefore it is worth noting some distinctions

here in order to avoid some of the serious communication problems that have

occurred when researchers have attempted to adapt some of these techniques for

purposes of evaluation.



(1) Descriptive Research. This label encompasses a variety of techniques

including:

.Documentation -- collecting wtitten or pictoral evidence that key events

have occurred or products produced. For example, the investigator might

collectcalendars of events, rosters of persons who attended meetings,

reports completed, specimens of newly developed curriculum material,

and the like.

.Descriptive accci'unts of events -- narratil.re reports from participants

and other observers about specific events that have occurred. For

example, ihe investigator might interview key informants who attended

_

a meeting, or who used curriculum materials, or who participated in a

series of inservice meetings in order to learn what happened as they

observed it. Or as another alternative, participants might be asked

to provide written accounts of what happened at'particular events.

.Content analysis -- systematic accounts of reference made tó- specific

4es of events contained, for example, within minutes of meetings,

telephone logs, letters, diaries and field notes kept by participants

and other observers, For example, the investigator might examine minutes

of a committee mef,ting to identify the persons who were most active

in the project, or who were opposgd to using certain procedures, and the

lie.

.Interaction analysis -- systematic accounps of patterns of relationships

amo g persons in a relationship. For example, an observer might system-

atiCally note who speaks to whom, who gives orders to others, Who asks

questions,. the percentage of participants who speak out at a meeting,

the proportion of persons in a discussion who speak simultaneously, or

7
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the number and distribution of arguments in a group organization over a given

period of time.

(2) Illuminative Evaluation.

"Illuminative evaluation" is another term that has applied to approaches

that take into account the wider context in-which a program functions. Parlett

and Dearden (1977) state, "Its primary concern is with description and inter-

pretation rather than with measureMent prediction... it attempts to discover

what it is like to be participating...and to address and illuminate a complex

array of questions..." (p. 13). Again it is possible to identify several

components of illuminative evaluation.

.Post-specification of variables, outcomear and problem areas -- an

investigator does not begin an evaluation with fixed ideas about what

variables will be important and all of the outcomes that can be expect-'

ed from a program. However, during the course of an evLuation, a con-

tinuing effort is made to develop a* systematic, focused research

design. The investigator attempts to identify a pool of variables and

outcomes which are potentially important and then wittles them down to
. .

a few well-defined conceRts and measures as the evaluation progresses.

.Conceptual organization -- the investigator attempts to synthesize

descriptive research by integrating,and interpreting specific events.

An attempt is made to reach some general conclusions inductively by

identifying general patterns of events and relationships that emerge

from retained descriptions of iloiCific situations.

.Theoretical explanations -- an attempt to employ abstract concepts

and general theories to interpret facts and events observed. The

investigator attempts to derive formal hypotheses from patterns of

events noted in a study. In addition, the investigator remains alert

8 4,%
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to how findings from the study fit general theory or can contribute

to it. For example, the investigator mdght classify reactions to an

innovation on the basis of general theories of social change, or propose

modifications of existing theories of change on what happened in the

course of a project.

(3) Ethnographic Approaches.

Researchers have sometimes adapted selected techniques associated with

ethnography for purposes of evaluation. However, the use of ethnographic

techniques, no matter how useful they may prove to be, should not be confused

with ethonography. Ethnography is a rigorous and systematic.type of field work

research. in essence an outside observer becomes emersed in a situation

for long periods in order to understand the participant'value frameworks

and the meanings of their actions. Some studies have been inappropriately

labled as "ethnographies" when observers were on sight for only a few days

(Feiterma4 1982).

When doing ethnography, the investigator is guided by the insider's

perspective, interpretations are holistic, in that the interrelated nature

of the system and the total context are stressed (Wilson, 1977). Wilson

describes some of the complexities involved in this method as follows:

"...The data gathered by participant observation is
significantly different from that gathered by other

methods. The researcher links together the information
he gathers by yarious methods in a way that is nearly '

impossible with other approaches, and he has access
to some unique kinds of information. For instance;

he compares the following:. (a) what a subject says
in response to a question; (b) what he says to other
people; (c) what he says in various situations; (d)
what he says at various times; (0 what he actually
does; (0 various non-verbal signals about the
matter (for example, body postures); (g)vhat those
who are significant to the person feel; say and do
about the matter. Furthermore,,the participant

9



observer in interviewing knows much about the persons
or incidents referred to in thd answers to his questions.
Finally, the participant observer cultivates an empa-
thetic understanding wIth the participant that is
nearly imposralble with quantitative bethods. The re-
searcher shares the'daily life of participants and
systematically works to understand their feelings

and reactions."

But while the participant observer learns to empathise with participants

and to appreciate their points of view, he/she strives to remain neutral,

to avoid using a judgemental framework, and to avoid rooting for a particu-

lar outcome that will solve a predetermined problem. In this respect the

observer differs from the participant. Understanding the points of view

of participants is not the same thing as accepting their beliefs and absorb-

ing their values.

Wilson gces on to point out that an ivestigator will learn to antici-

pate where and when significant events will occur, or will be dicussed in-

formally, and will.be there to note verbal and nonverbal behavior. The in-

vestigator will also learn the history of the situation and add new bits of

information to it as a situation unfolds, and he/she will ask people to

help develop and refine an interpretation or a theory.

All of this requires so much time and energy that it is often difficult

to combine etlInography with other approaches without considerable adaptation

and compromise, although ethnography has been employed in nearly a dozen

major evaluations of educational projects.*

*For example: The Experimental Schools Project, The Urban Desegregation
Schools Project, The Beginning Teachers Evaluation Study, The Youth in National

Policy Study, An Alternative School Project, The Experimental Based Career
Exploration Project, and The Career Intern Program (Fetterman, 1982).

10



QUALITATIVE APPROACH'ES AND ALTERNATIVE
EVALUATION MODELS

Unless one fully grasps the complexity of the research evaluation process,

it is nearly impossible to develop an adequate appreciation for the contri-

butions qualitative field methods can make to evaluation research. Therefore,

it is imperative for the purpose of this paper to consider what the evaluation

process entails. When applied to social programs and projects, people ap-

parently think of evaluation in at least three different ways. They will

be referred to here as evaluation models, and they seem to form a continUum

II

which ranges from simple and nave at one extreme to complex and sophisto-
-:

cated at the other.

The Program Fidelity Model

Initially models used to evaluate social problems were based on efigi-

neering and product testing practices. Rigorous scientific approaches are

well suited to this mode. In fact, this is undoubtedly the model Peopla

have in mind when they advocate testing and other highly focused program

evaluation designs. However, the model is very simple and it quickly proved

to be inappropriate when applied to social projects. Policy makers and eval-

uation researchers insisted that a program must have exclusive, measurable

Apals against which to measure outcomes. Accordingly successful implementa-

tion meant a faithful reproduction of the original design. However, in

practice this approach does not properly recognize the fact that initial

plans must be adjusted to specific situations.

The Mutual Ada tation Model

So, when Berman and McLat.lighlin (1977) criticized the fidelity approach

and proposed instead that implementation is a process of "mutual adaptation,"

it struck a responsive cord in the evaluation research community. Putting

11
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an idea or plan into practice is more complicaLd than filling the recipe.

The investigator must therefore remain alert to how the original project\

design'needs to be modified in particular situations, how plans can be

improved, or how the entire project can be modified in order to achieve the

original or emergent goals more effectively.

Evolutionary Models

However, the mutual adaptation approach is not far removed from the old

idea of program fidelity. It does not adequately stress the possibility that

ambiguities, flaws, inconsistencies and rigidities in the original design

itSelf can be major stumbling blocks. In practice, many planned interventions

are not "plans" so much as general guides to strategies for change which are

. deliberately left imprecise and vague in order to provide for necessary flexi-

bility and spontaneous resu4s..

In recognition of these facts, some writers have come to think of imple-

mentation in still a third way--as an evolutionary process (Farrar, 1979).

In other words, a project can undergo so much change and modification that the

ideas and plans that served as the initial guides no longer seem relevant.

New and often better projects emerge in the process.

There seem to be two interacting but distinct sources of evolution. One

can be called "institutional drift," which is the result of accumulation of

many unplanned actions. There are many reasons why plans can go awry: they

need to be interpreted; people loose sight of goals in the press of day-to-day

problems; outside pressures constrain and deflect the project; the sovereign

actions of members, seeking to cope with fluctuating outside demands, often

unintentionally commit projects to new lines of action; and perhaps most im-

portantly, organizations often loose their memories because of turnover and

because of the premium often placed on new_initiatives.

12



The second time of evolution is a product of deliberate compromise between

groups which have different ideas about a project--its goals, the preferred
7

procedure, expected outcomes, and the like. This form'of evolution is a

pre-duct of tensions and sometimes overt conflicts that can be expected to

arise in social interventions.

This evolutionary.model has important implications for the relevance

and viability of the different truth strategies or approaches to evaluation

research that have already been discussed. The notion that project imple-

mentation is a process of evolutiorralerts the investigator to look for unin-

tended as well as intended consequences, to identify the negative outcomes

that need correction as well as to find ways to build on and reinforce un-
-

expected positive results that,might have been noted. Ultimately the evo-

lutionary process can be fostered by researchers themselves as they gain

creative insights that can lead to completely new project designs and goals.

Qualitative field research methods are ideally suited to all of these

challenges.

SUMMARY AND ZONCLUSIONS

The purpose of thts paper is to suggest that although social scientists'

sometimes convey the impression that there is only one correct scientific

method, in practice there are several valid aPproaches to social research,

all of which have a legitimate role 'to play in the evaluation of social

programp and projects. gach',"truth strategy" offers distinct advantages.

Qualitative field methods and descriptive research in particular, are especiallS7

well suited to the task of evaluating open ended, adaptive and evolutionary

social interventions. The liaried techniques associated with qualitative
\\

approaches provide insight and empathy into situations that cannot be gleaned

13
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through any other method. They are particularly sensitive to the emergent

goals and problems, and t).6 unanticipated positive and negative outcomes which

are usually associated with social intervention. This kind of information

is essential in order to fully understand the impact of an intervention

and to make the necessary adjusements to str:engthen and improve the project

designt

However, since so much emphasis has been given here to the contributions

of qualitative approaches, it seems appropriate in closing to return to the

question of how the truth strategies are related to one another. As already

noted, typically each approach is used by itself, in its pure fond. One good

reason for this is that each form of research makes special demands on the

, researcher, that is, each form requires special data, unique methods of data

collection,, and the like. Moreover, the conclusions reached from different

approaches are subject todifferent types of qualifications and reservations.

Consequently any effort to employ multiple methods within a single eclectic

research design must confront practical questions about how to synthesize

findings based on different assumptions. More important, when using more than

one approach, the investigator must adapt fragments of soyereign methodologies

and thus run the risk of misusing the techniques.

However, the purest approach also carries wiih it certain costs, not the

least of which is the same misplaced smug scientific arrogance alluded to

at thebeginning of this paper. Dogmatic rhetoric in praise of qualitative

methods is no more enlightening than the orthodoxes of quantitative methods--

especially since the major strides in the sciences seem to be closely tied

to the quantitative approaches.

Given the different contributions to be derived from each truth strategy

it would seem that each approach can be strengthened when it is used in con-

junction with the othrs. The advantages of eclectic research designs that

1.4
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incorporate a combination of approaches therefore would\seem to outweigh

the risk of compromising the presumed integrity of any g ven approach.
;

Considered together, the four truth strategies ident fied earlier provide

alternatives that can supplement one another...

15
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